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1 Introduction

In this report we describe our first theoretical and empirical work on robotic

machine learning of natural language. We have taken what we believe is a

new tack in the approach to machine learning by using in a very explicit

way principles of association and generalization derived from classical psy

chological principles. On the other hand, we hasten to add that the actual

principles we used are not mere copies of classical psychological principles,

c but are much more specific and technical. In fact, it is a firm conviction of

ours that one of the great failures of the classical psychological tradition in

theories of association and conditioning as applied to language is the absence

of serious technical development of the principles. What is missing are pre

cise and explicit formal statements that could be used as a basis for either

extensive theoretical investigations or, for what we have emphasized in this

report, experiments in machine learning. To guard against the principles
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being too strictly tailored to learning English, we have simultaneously ap

plied the principles to English, German, Chinese and Russian. We have been

fortunate in that these four major languages have all been represented by a

native speaker on the project staff.! Our approach to these four languages

as examples of machine learning have all been independent. That is, the

robot has not learned German for example by translating from the English

it knows, but the learning of each of the four has preceded independently.

As is the case with much robot work, we have carried developments for

quite a distance by simulation, but we have also implemented in detail for

our first experiment the application of the learned natural languages on

Robotworld, a robotic system now extensively used in experimental work in

robotics in the United States (a description of Robotworld is to be found in

Section 6). Experiment I, the results of which are described in this report,

can also be seen on a video which we have prepared.

There are two general points about our work that we want to emphasize.

First, our viewpoint is in many respects semantical, rather than syntactical.

The formation of grammatical forms, for example, in each of the languages,

is driven by a uniform set of semantic categories, rather than grammatical

categories - uniform here meaning uniform across the four languages -.

We in fact like to refer to our semantics as universal semantics but we are not

sure that such a bold claim can as yet be well substantiated. In any case, the

semantic categories are ones that naturally arise, for example, the category

of objects, the category of properties, the category of relations, the category

of actions, etc., without detailed attention to grammatical categories. In

this sense it is fair to say that our approach to machine learning is very

much semantically driven rather than syntactically guided. On the other

1 We also want to acknowledge the help of Fu Tan in· some of the questions of Chinese

grammar and semantics that have arisen.
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hand, we put great stress on the robot program constructing grammatical

forms that have a recursive character, a point that we go into in much

detail later. The second general point, one to be emphasized quite strongly,

is that the current experiment has been solely concerned with language

comprehension. We have made no effort whatsoever to construct a learning

environment for the robot so that it can produce utterances in any of the

four natural languages. It has, at the present time, only the capacity to

comprehend. It is apparent on a moment's reflection that the construction

of a purely comprehension program by machine learning is a very much

easier task than including production as well. It is this simpler task that

has been entirely our focus in experiment T.

The remainder of this report is organized in the following fashion. Sec

tion 2 sets forth in detail, with extensive commentary on their relation to

previous work on learning, the principles of association and generalization

that we have used. The principles are given in an explicit axiomatic form, al

though no emphasis has been placed on a purely mathematical development

of the structures that satisfy the axioms. Section 3 describes the language

and assumptions about the internal representation that the robot has at

hand when natural language learning begins. As will be evident from read

ing this section, we have used LISP as a convenient language. It has also

not been part of the project to teach the robot LISP, but to assume it is

available internally for use by the robot. We have a number of comments

on this aspect of the project in various sections, but especially in sections 2

and 3.

Section 4 discusses for the four languages we have studied, the expres

sion of spatial relations. As is obvious no doubt, the use of spatial relations

is critical to communicating in natural language with the robot. On the

other hand, spatial relations have different forms of expression in different
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languages. This section is not meant to be a thorough review of what is now

a very large literature, but rather a systematic exposition of the aspects of

spatial relations, especially from a semantical standpoint, that we needed

to think through and to have analyzed as part of this project. Section 5

presents the natural language grammars that were generated by the robot's

machine learning. These were not grammars in the usual sense of satisfy

ing either traditional conceptions of grammars nor are they standard formal

grammars familiar from the mathematical literature. They represent a com

promise that we think is important in the initial learning of language and

which probably has relevance to learning of children in the initial stages,

particularly of comprehension. But this latter point is not developed in this

report.

Section 6 is concerned with the implementation of the learning principles

and this section also includes much detail of the actual implementation for

Robotworld.

Section 7 concerns the database programs for the fifteen environments

that we used, and Section 8 concerns the communication protocols we devel

oped for communicating between the language program and the programs

that were already at hand for Robotworld.

We have also included a number of appendices. The most important

and the most bulky, are the four learning protocols for the four languages.

We have given full details of the English, German and Chinese, but to save

some space we have given only a reduced version of the Russian. It will be

noted immediately in perusing this appendix that the learning was done by

simulation. This is in no way a fundamental requirement, but very much

facilitates rapid progress. Once the language has been learned by the robot

program by simulation, it was then easy to test its adequacy with actual

robot tasks. We have also included an appendix which gives the protocols
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in the four languages of the final demonstration of assembling a simple frame

by Robotworld. This simple task gave us a clear objective. One can also see

by looking at the protocols, the complexity of language that we were aiming

at in this first learning experiment.

2 Principles of Learning: Association and Gen

eralization

In a general sense the principles of learning we use are classical and well

known in psychology. In fact, it can be claimed that the principle of asso

ciation goes back at least to Aristotle, and certainly was used extensively

by eighteenth-century philosophers like Hume long before psychology had

become an experimental science. The fundamental role of association as a

basis for conditioning is thoroughly recognized in modern neuroscience and

is essential to the experimental study of the neuronal activity of a variety of

animals. For similar reasons its role is just as central to the learning theory

of neural networks, now rapidly developing in many different directions.

We have not, however, made explicit use of neural networks, but have

worked out our theory of language learning at a higher level of abstraction.

In our judgment the difficulties we face need to be solved before a still

more detailed theory is developed. Choice of some level of abstraction is

inevitable in all work of the present kind - a fact not always appreciated

by some interested bystanders.

Whatever the level of abstraction there is one general issue about as

sociation that must be faced. Is each given kind of association postulated

to be incremental or all-or-none? It is intuitively natural in many ways to

suppose that strength of association between a stimulus and a response, or

between two stimuli increases with practice. Without doubt most motor
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skills show improvement, i.e., continued learning, with practice. On the

other hand, there is a large body of experimental studies of many different

kinds to support the view that in simple experimental situations association

is all-or-none. (For an example of detailed statistical analysis of this is

sue applicable to the learning of simple concepts, see Suppes and Ginsburg,

1963.)

In the present work we have almost exclusively assumed that associa

tions are formed on an all-or-none basis, although we have had extensive

discussions of where it would be valuable to use a strength-of-association

measure to produce a natural probability measure for retrieval from mem

ory of different associations, or, in another direction, to produce a measure

for selecting weak associations that are to be changed. We give some specific

examples later.

The classical psychological principles of learning used here have been

thought by linguists to be wholly inadequate as the basis for a theory of

language learning. In fact, many linguists probably still believe that the

coup de grace to such ideas was given by Chomsky (1959) in his famous

review of Skinner's Verbal Behavior (1959). Nothing could be further from

the truth. It is rather like saying that Newton's refutation of Cartesian

vortex theory delivered a fatal blow to field theories in physics. Skinner's

naive formulation of the problems of language learning was rightly attacked

by Chomsky, but no serious alternative learning theory has been offered by

linguists even today.

Because this last remark is controversial, it needs to be amplified, which

we can do by examining several fairly recent proposals. In principle a work

that is very close to what we have attempted here is Wexler & Culicover

(1981). Wexler & Culicover have an ambitious program and part of it is

executed in great detail and provides considerable insight into language
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learning. Their work is regarded as one of the most important contribu

tions thus far, to what has come to be called the theory of learnability, with

special reference to language learning. The authors bring together two sets

of theoretical assumptions. One concerns rather simple ideas about learning

mechanisms, for example, hypothesis testing and learning only from errors.

The other concerns linguistic constraints on the nature of the grammar that

the child must learn. We emphasize by the way, that their work is wholly

concerned with grammar and not with learning of meaning. The reason

for this is that they assume that the child has the deep structure of the

language already available and that what is being learned is the transforma

tional grammar that produces the surface structure. What they show is that

on the assumption that the deep structure is already available to the child

- an assumption not too far from our own assumptions about the internal

representation of the semantics of a command -, can lead to learning of a

transformational grammar producing the surface structure.

On the other hand their work is very different from ours because it is

purely theoretical and does not work out the details of a particular example.

What is especially important to contrast in the nature of the work is that

they prove an asymptotic theorem that in the limit the transformational

grammar will be learned, but they do not give any estimates as to the rate

oflearning. In contrast, our own work has been concerned with a constrained

situation in which actual learning does take place and which the number of

trials for learning is relatively small.

The second and more important difference is that their learning mecha

nisms are quite simple and do not have anything like our complicated process

of association and generalization. There are several reasons for this. One

is that the deep structure they assume is already in the form of a context

free grammar to which transformations are applied. In our case, there is
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no close connection, as we remark later, between the syntactic structure of

the internal representation - the present version is written in LISP -, and

the syntactic structure of the various natural languages we study. We have

therefore been concerned to state principles of learning that have a more

general character and that can be applied to the details of the four natural

languages we consider. In fact, a proper way to characterize the difference is

that we introduce specific ideas oflearning, whereas the learning mechanisms

used by Wexler and Culicover are classical stochastic models oflearning. On

the other hand, they introduce specific principles concerned with transforma

tions and this is what is original about their work. For example, the freezing

principle, which they introduce, asserts that if a transformation changes the

structure of a node so that part of the base structure is no longer a base

structure, then no transformations may be applied to subparts of the struc

ture of the node. Secondly, they introduce a binary principle which restricts

transformations to applying to constituents that cut across more than two

embedded sentences in the base structure. Third, they introduce a raising

principle which asserts that if a node is raised, a transformation cannot be

applied to a node beneath this node. They also have some other principles

of a more technical nature. One can see how different these principles are

from the principles of association and generalization we use.

Pinker (1984) is quite a different kind of work from that of Wexler and

Culicover. The Wexler and Culicover book is formally worked out in detail.

Pinker's book in contrast, though full of interesting remarks and ideas about

language learning and particular details about the acquisition process, does

not in fact offer a thoroughly worked out formal model that could be applied

in a direct way. Pinker encounters a problem that is also encountered by

Wexler and Culicover. When language learning principles are formulated

around highly specific grammatical ideas, then inevitably they are more
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or less caught in the current linguistic ideas of the correct formulation of

syntax. It is pretty obvious to anyone observing the scene over the past forty

years that ideas about syntax change rapidly from one decade to another.

For example, the linguistic ideas of a transformational grammar that Wexler

and Culicover use, now seem something from the past. This is even true, but

to a lesser extent because the work is written later, of Pinker's ideas which

are concerned with acquiring a lexical functional grammar derived from the

work of Bresnan and Kaplan (1982). Although Pinker has many interesting

and insightful remarks about language learning, he gives neither an extended

systematic example, nor any systematic theoretical claims about the learning

of lexical functional grammars. So inevitably, his useful analysis can serve

as a suggestive collection of ideas for the most systematic pursuit of theory.

Already, the work about a decade ago, has moved on to a new framework

of ideas concerning the right way to think about grammar.

We are not critical of these continual changes. They are required in

dealing with a subject so complex as language. It is important to state how

our own strategy differs.

We have introduced the idea of grammatical forms as a simplifying frame

work for the initial acquisition of language. The set of grammatical forms

generated by our learning process can properly serve as the data for writing

a more general and more thorough generative grammar. We are skeptical

about the problems of writing fully adequate grammars at this time for dif

ferent languages. Even English, the most studied language, is still lacking

in anything like a fully satisfactory grammar. It is the reason that we in

troduce various functional forms, for example, such phrases as which is and

corresponding phrases in the other languages without any real grammatical

analysis but as retained surface parts of grammatical forms.

The defect of our formulation of principles of language learning is the
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opposite of Skinner's. We have formulated precise technical principles di

rectly applicable to our robotic environment. We have in no sense aimed

at the most general formulation, and we have made no systematic effort to

relate our robotic principles of learning to specific principles applicable to

human language learning. On the other hand, in formulating our principles

we have often been guided by empirical results on child language learning,

some of which we cite.

2.1 Background cognitive and perceptual assumptions

Before explicitly formulating the learning principles we use, we first state in

formally assumptions we make about the cognitive and perceptual capacities

of the class of robots, albeit as yet quite limited, we work with.

1. Internal language. The robot has a fully developed internal language,

which it does not learn. It is technically important, but not conceptuaily

fundamental that in our case this language is LISP. (In the second phase

of our work we intend for the robot to learn much of its internal language,

which we believe is the situation with children.)

As is evident from the previous section, when we speak here of the in

ternallanguage we refer only to the language of the internal representation,

which is itself a language at a higher level of abstraction, relative to the con

crete movements and perceptions of the robot, than are several other internal

language modules outlined in Section 3. It is the language of the internal

representations held in memory that provides the direct interface to the

natural-language learning. In fact, most of the machine learning of a given

natural language can take place through simulation of the robot's behavior

using just the language of the internal representation. The fundamental

associations learned are between the internal representation in memory of
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a coerced action and a contiguous verbal utterance in the natural language

being learned.

The fundamental importance of this internal representation of a coerced

action can be recognized by considering a parallel case of animal learning.

When a dog is trained to Get the paper! or Get the ball! by being led through

the desired action or by some related technique, the residue in memory of

what we term the coerced action is surely drastically abstracted from the

perceptually rich context of the demonstrated action desired, and it is that

abstracted internal representation in memory that must be associated to

the verbal stimulus in order for the dog later to perform the desired action

upon hearing the verbal command. We are a long way from knowing even

the general structure of the dog's internal representation in memory of the

action. In this limited sense life with a robot is much easier, for we ourselves

create the form of its internal representation. Although in the second phase

of our work we expect this to be less true, we will still be able to inspect after

the fact the internal representation that the robot has, which we cannot do

in the case of a child or an animal. The next main section, Section 3, spells

out the details of our LISP formulation of the robot's internal representation

language.

2. Objects, relations and properties. We furthermore assume the robot

begins its natural-language learning with all the basic cognitive and per

ceptual concepts it will have. In other words, our first language learning

experiments are pure language learning. Any learning of new concepts is

delayed to the second phase. For example, we have assumed that the spa

tial relations frequently referred to in all, or at least all the languages we

consider in detail, are already known to the robot. This is quite contrary

to human language learning. For example, probably in no widely used nat

ural language at least, do children at the age of thirty-six months use or
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understand the relations of left and right. To avoid misunderstanding, we

emphasize that we consider it an important future task to have the robot

also learn the familiar spatial and temporal relations.

To be explicit the internal language of the internal representations of

verbal commands contains denotations of the objects that occur and their

physical properties that can be recognized in the robot's world. Similarly,

the familiar spatial relations also have such internal denotations. On the

other hand, in the present report we do very little with temporal relations.

3. Actions. What was just said about objects and relations applies also

to actions, represented in English by such verbs as pick up, get, place, screw,

etc. The English, of course, must be learned, but not the underlying actions.

We did introduce a framework for defining new actions in any given natural

language, but the results reported here do not use this capability.

4. Associations and grammatical forms. Before stating formal principles
r-

of learning, we feel it is desirable to describrinformally and intuitively as

possible the learning setup we envisage. Consider the English command

Pick up the screw!, no part of which has as yet been learned by the robot.

The learning steps may be roughly schematized as follows.

(i) By coercion, or simulation of coercion, the robot creates in memo

ory an internal representation of the coerced action of picking up

the screw.

For statement of learning principles we show this internal repre

sentation, not as a LISP expression, but just as a function 1('.')

of the denoting terms in the LISP expression. Here, by denoting

terms we mean the names of the actions, objects, properties and

relations mentioned, but not all of the LISP functions character

ized in Section 3.
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The internal representation of Pick up the screw! is then I(p, u,

s), where p = the action of picking, u = the direction up and s

= screw.

(ii) By contiguity the robot associates the verbal utterance and the

internal representation

Pick up the screwl ~ I(p, u, s),

where ~ is the symbol we use for association.

(iii) By probabilistic association, the robot associates the internal de

notations with the English words, with one possibility the follow

ing incorrect result:

pick f'V S, up "" P, screw r'V u.

We need to observe the following:

a. We assume from the beginning the robot knows word bound

aries, as delineated by the typed input. This is an example

of an assumption that is natural for robots, but clearly false

for very young children.

b. In formulating the principle of probabilistic association, we

assign small probabilities of associating an internal denota

tion to nondenoting words which often correspond to un

stressed spoken words, such as the nondenoting English defi

nite article the. We emphasize that this decision, which essen

tially applies to the nondenoting words in all the languages

we deal with, is not fundamental. Its main purpose is to

speed up the rate oflearning. With ouly written input we do

not have available in a direct fashion prosodic contours and
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the stress or emphasis given to certain words in speech, espe

cially speech aimed at a child just learning the language. We

have imported this device artificially from spoken language,

but for the good practical reason indicated.

c. As a result of the assumption about nondenoting words just

stated, the is assigned to the class ND of nondenoting words.

As we shall see in Section 3 there is a LISP function in the

internal language that could serve as the denotation of the

if we used a more liberal theory of denotation than we do.

We have been properly wary of trying to have for each of the

languages we study a theory that aims at having every word

denote. The denotations inevitably become too complex and

little useful purpose is served. For example, consider the

problem of introducing denotations for every word to differ

entiate Pick up the screw left of the box! and Pick up the

screw that is left of the box! We do not think the right ap

proach is to introduce a denotation for that and many similar

words in other languages. Set-theoretical devices can be in

troduced for doing so, but not in ways that we see as being

computationally useful in determining meaning. Such words

do play an often essential role in the grammatical forms that

are central to our systematic developments.

d. The remarks about stress need not be taken too literally, for

we are not really claiming we have examined with care the

relevant facts in each of the languages we consider, especially

the facts about prosody and stress in speech aimed at young

children. The point about stress works in numerous, but

not necessarily all cases to provide an additional rationale
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for assigning low probability of association to nondenoting

words.

e. Given the assumption just stated about low probability asso

ciations for nondenoting words, there remain for our simple

example, six possible ways of associating the three internal

denotations to the three denoting words in the English ut

terance. We assign to each of these six possibilities equal

probability.

(iv) After the associations are made, by the principle of generaliza

tion, which we call category generalization, each word is assigned

the category of its associated internal denotation. In the present

case pick E 0 - the category of objects, up E A - the category

of actions and screw E R - the category of relations. A gram

matical form is then also generalized from the verbal command:

o A the R!

which, like the assigned categories is wrong for English, but re

member that this is just the starting point of learning. (Also, we

have still more to say later about the nondenoting words.) With

this grammatical form is associated its internal representation

I(A, R, 0) which characterizes its meaning.

(v) A new but related command is presented as the next step, say

Pick up the nut! By coercion the internal representation I(p, u,

n) is created (see (i) above). The robot then first searches its

memory to see if any of the words uttered are associated to one

of the internal denotations. Here the result is up ~ p, and also

the classification of the as a nondenoting word is found. There

are then four possibilities of probabilistic association for pick and
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nut. Note that the earlier incorrect association of pick and s does

not appear here, which means that at this stage of learning it will

be changed. So, let us suppose the new associations, with a joint

probability of nearly 0.25, are

pick rv U, nut rv n.

We also have then as a new grammatical form

R A the O!

which though incorrect, now has only the confusion of the deno

tations of pick and up as its source. To correct these associations

we must separate the constant pairing of pick and up. This can

be done by such commands as Move Gripper-l up! and Pick a

screw! In any case, we form at once the association to the internal

representation:

R A the O! ~ I(A, R, 0)

(vi) Learning stops whenever the following steps of interpretation can

be successfully completed upon giving the robot a verbal com

mand:

a. An association to an internal denotation or a nondenoting

classification is found in memory for each word.

b. The category of each word is found in memory.

c. The grammatical form resnlting from (b) is found with an

associated internal representation in memory.

d. The command is correctly executed on the basis of the inter

nal representation.

There are two final comments we want to make about the learning

steps we have outlined. First, memory of individual verbal com-
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mands are held in working memory only for a short time. There is

no permanent storage ofthem, as evidently there is not in human

memory. Second, the grammatical forms generated by the robot's

learning program are semantically driven by the semantic cate

gories of the internal language, and thus are universal in the sense

of being the same for all the languages we consider. (We mention

later, however, a certain English bias in the internal language.)

Third, we introduce later some principles for recursively gener

ating what we wonld ordinarily think of as noun phrases, but in

the actual program for generating grammatical forms traditional

grammatical categories have not been explicitly used, only the

semantical ones already mentioned. Finally, and important to be

noticed in several contexts, is that we are concentrating entirely

on the problem oflanguage comprehension. Not until the second

phase do we plan even a limited effort in language production.

5. English bias. The syntax of LISP is not really closer to English than it is

to the other languages we study, Chinese, German, Japanese and Russian.

But an English bias has arisen in our choice of semantic primitives for the

internal language, especially in the choice of action verbs such as pick and

screw. We discuss some of these problems in more detail later.

2.2 Systematic Statement of Principles

To facilitate the statement of principles, certain notational conventions are

useful. First, generally we use Latin letters to refer to verbal commands

or their parts, whatever the natural language, and we use Greek letters to

refer to internal representations or their parts. The letters a, ai a;, etc.

refer to words in a verbal command, and the Greek letters a,aj,aj, etc. to
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internal denotations. The Roman letter t, as well as ti, t: refer to terms

of a verbal command, and correspondingly T, Ti, T[ to terms of an internal

representation, I.e., in the present setup, LISP terms. The symbols s, s' and

s(t), showing that t is a term of s, refer to entire verbal commands, and

correspondingly a, ai, a(T) for entire internal representations. We violate

our Greek-Latin letter convention in the case of semantic categories or cat

egory variables X, X', Y, etc. We use the same category symbols for both

grammatical forms and their internal representations.

We create a grammatical form from a verbal command s by substituting

a category constant for a word or term of s. In similar fashion we create a

term form from a term t.2 To avoid too much cumbersome notation, we use

the letters indicated above for verbal commands, their internal representa

tions, terms, etc. also as variables for grammatical forms or term forms, as

the case may be. We also use, as needed, explicit notation such as s(X) for

a grammatical form or t(X) for a term form. But the point of the remark

in this paragraph is that s, without any category variable or constant as an

argument, is also a grammatical form variable, with the exceptions now to

be noted. In some axioms (particularly Axions 1,2, 4 and 5), it is necessary

to restrict s to being a variable for actual verbal commands - not forms,

similarly for t. We show this restriction informally by using such phrases

as verbal command or verbal utterance. Also, to be completely explicit,

in notation such as s(X) or a(X), the category variable X need not be the

only category variable or constant occurring in s or a, which corresponds to

the usual conventions in such notation.

We also need certain closure conditions on term forms. In particular,

2In certain ways, the pair command form, term form would be more appropriate,

but we ave kept grammatical form to emphasize the axioms describing the way in which

the learning program constructs a grammar for a given language.
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1'(Y) S; X means that the category or subcategory 1'(Y) is a subcategory of

X. For example, if 1'(0) is the set of red objects we have at once 1'(0) S; O.

We state the principles in the form of axioms. We also discuss them

and give some examples of applications. Some of the axioms, e.g., the term

association axiom, are rather complicated and could be omitted, but they

facilitate learning and provide first steps toward a generative grammar.

Axioms of Learning

1. (Association by contiguity). If verbal command s is contiguous with a

coerced action that has internal representation a, then s is associated

with a, i.e., in symbols s ~ a.

2. (Probabilistic association). If s ~ a,s has a set {ail of denoting words

not associated with any internal denotations of a, and a has a set

{O!j} of internal symbols not associated with any words of s, then an

element of {ai} is uniformly sampled without replacement from {ai},

at the same time an element of {O!j} is correspondingly sampled, and

the sampled pair are associated, i.e., ai ~ C<j. Sampling continues until

there is no remaining ai or C<j, except that at each stage a nondenoting

word of s can be sampled with very low probability.

3. (Prior associations). When a word in a verbal command or an internal

symbol is given a new association (Axiom 2), any prior associations of

that word or symbol are deleted from memory.

4. (Forgetting associations of commands). An association s ~ a of a

verbal command s is held only temporarily in memory until the action

represented internally by a is executed or until all word associations

are complete (Axiom 2).
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5. (Correction procedure). If a verbal command s is executed incorrectly

with s ~ a, and if a correct response with internal representation a'

is coerced, then s is associated with a' for application of Axiom 2.

6. (Category generalization). If t ~ r and rEX then t EX.

7. (Grammatical form generalization). If s(t) ~ oo(r), t ~ rand t E X,

then s(X) ~ oo(X).

8. (Term specification). If s(X) ~ oo(X), t ~ rand t E X, then s(t) ~

oo(r).

9. (Term association). Case A. If (i) w a is a string of s such that a is

denoting word of s, w is the maximal string, possibly empty, of purely

nondenoting words preceding a, (ii) r'(a) is the minimal term of a

that contains a, (iii) s(wa) ~ oo(r'(a), (iv) a ~ a, then wa ~ r'(a).

Case B. If (i)w a t is a string of s such that a is a denoting word of s,

w is the maximal string, possibly empty, of purely nondenoting words

preceding a, (ii) r'(ar) is the minimal term of a that contains r and

a, (iii) s(wat) ~ oo(r'(ar», (iv) t ~ r, and (v) a ~ a, then wat ~

r'(ar). Moreover, (iii) may be replaced by (iii') s(twa) ~ oo(r'(ar»,

and the conclusion by twa ~ r'(ar). Similarly, for the conclusion of

Case A.

10. (Term form generalization). Ift'(t) ~ r'(r), t ~ rand t E X, then

t'(X) ~ r'(X).

11. (Term form substitution). If s(X) ~ oo(X) and t(Y) ~ r(Y) and

r(Y)::; X, then s(t(Y» ~ oo(r(Y».
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12. Any nondenoting string t of words which occurs in a verbal uterance

is stored in N D, which we write as tEND.

13. If t, t' END, s(t) ~ a and s(t') ~ a, then t "" t'.

14. The relation"" is an equivalence relation on the set N D.

15. If t, t f END, t "" t f and s(t) ~ a, then s(t f
) ~ a.

Comments on Axioms. As is apparent our axioms have a mixed charac

ter. Some are simple and formal, e.g., Axioms 6-8, while others use concepts

that do not have a simple formal characterization, e.g., the concept of con

tiguity used in Axiom 1. Axiom 2 is of a still different sort. Its underlying

concepts of sampling are easily formalized, but rather complicated to state

in formal mathematical notation.

Perhaps the most important point is that learning is a temporal process,

and in general formal terms our axioms are meant to characterize a com-

plicated stochastic learning process. Rut_formali'latiofrinoterms· of.rand'Wlo

variables seems out of place because so many of the axiom~oare··dei;;;,;;i~is
tic in character. These deterministic assumptiollos.ar,nn one sense a robotic

luxury for we are able to make th,,<[etetmhlistic axioms a working part of

the robot's program. Thes~sirtipi~odeterministic axioms would inevitably be

falsified in any l<\rgeb~dy of child language learning data. (For arguments

and dat.aot(this point, see Suppes 1970; and~llPpes,Leveilleand Smith,.,."'- r---

It might be thought that this roboticdetermirtistic view should be pur

sued further, and an attemptsholiid be made to make all the axioms de

terministkThis would be, in our judgment, a definitely mistaken move.

./
<2.
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We would certainly agree that with the use of very spgcialsequences of

commands a deterministic model could be !!,-ade'to';~rk, but this is very

different from the natural use of language. The restricted and simplified lan

guage mothers use with thElir'children, although different from the language

adults use with each6ther, does not have this special sequential character.

In fact, t4is'language is already much too complicated to describe in any

~())llpl"te way deterministically. In other words the mother's language to the

/ '"child is already of a complexity to require a probabilistic description.

There is an even better way of stating why we would not want tQ_ha:~~ to

work with fixed deterministic sequences for robotic learnil:\g",JTh:'ultimate

objective of a project such as this should be to provjde';;'i~arningcapability

that can be used in the field by ordinary spe}l,ker; of a given language. Like
./J

the mother talking to her child, they)Vould not have some special sequence

of sentences or commands in IniIid. in training the robot. They would be

prepared upon instructi()n't~use simple commands at the beginning so as

to avoid the combil:\af~rialexplosion of initially learning long sentences, but

it would be t06 ';"uch of an effort to operate with a fixed sequence. For

this re~_0:r(;ewant the learning procedures to have a certain robust quality
./'

w~ieIi can be taken care of, at least to a reasonable extent, by Axiom 2 on

/probabilistic association.

Concerning Axiom 3, which deletes from memory prior associations when

a new association is learned, it has already been remarked that this all-or

none assumption is probably too strong. A more complicated set of axioms

could be given in which each time an association is used the strength of that

association is increased. Such strength models of an incremental character

are very familiar in the learning literature of psychology. There are some

virtues of having such assumptions in our own situation. But in this first

development, we found it simpler to use an all-or-none assumption because
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it leads to much simpler protocols of learning. Of less importance, but

worth noting, is that a similar comment could be made about Axiom 4 on

forgetting the associations of entire commands. Certainly it is a human

experience to remember certain salient commands, either spoken or heard,

but it is also the most typical feature of language use, either as a speaker

or listener, not to remember the vast quantity of daily speech which one

hears. Paraphrase is essential. In a similar fashion for the robot, if much

communication takes place, it is desirable not to have any need to keep

the entire sequence of utterances and to use this sequence in any significant

way. It would be a highly inefficient approach to language learning if the vast

quantity of utterance so characteristic of ordinary human speech is present

in communication with the robot.

On the other hand, the status of Axioms 3 and 4 is quite different. We

view Axiom 4 as a permanent and significant axiom in any future, more

complex and sophisticated system. In contrast, Axiom 3 has a special and

temporary character. It prohibits either ambiguity or synonymy of denoting

words, a requirement obviously too strong for significant parts of probably

every natural language. There is some support of Axiom 3 in the restricted

language first used by children. One proposal we intend to test in the future

is to eliminate the restrictions imposed by Axiom 3 after an initial fragment

of a natural language has been learned. This elimination will not affect the

fundamental learning mechanisms of association, but it will affect the rate

of learning.

Axiom 5 states a standard correction procedure of the sort one would

associate with animal learning and with at least particular episodes of child

language learning. There has been a great deal of research to show that

children learn language without any continual explicit correction procedl1res,

and this is certainly true of our robotic setup as well. On the other hand,
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when a clear error is made in response, for example, if the robot is given

the command Pick up the screw! and instead the robot picks up a nut,

then it is natural and appropriate to correct that response. This axiom

does not guarantee that a correction will always take place, but just how a

correction will be handled by the robot in its understanding and application

of language if a correction procedure is instituted.

Axiom 6 uses in a central way the fundamental assumption that the

categories are known to the robot program as expressed in relation to the

internal representation. What this axiom then permits, is a generalization

of that categorization to terms, especially words, that are associated with

the given internal term.

Axiom 7 runs the generalization in a different direction by permitting us

to use the fact that a term belongs to a given semantic category to then write

the grammatical form and its associated internal representation as a schema

in terms of the categories. This axiom is fundamental for the construction

of grammatical forms. Without this axiom we would not be able to have the

strong axiom on the forgetting the association of commands, that is, Axiom

4.

To avoid any confusion in understanding the notation we have used for

expressing Axiom 7, it will be useful to give an example of how a grammatical

form is generated and what is its associated internal representation, when

the number of internal denoting symbols of a is greater than the number of

denoting words of s. Suppose

Get a screw! ~ I(g, s, 0, t) (1)

where the intended correct associations are: get ~ g, screw ~ s, on ~ 0,

and table ~ t. For simplicity we assume the intended associations of get and

screw are the actual ones. Then by two applications of Axiom ~, we obtain
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the grammatical form and its associated internal representation containing

the two constant internal symbols 0 and t rather than their corresponding

category symbols:

A a O! ~ I(A,O,o,t) .

The internal representation of (1) carries a restriction of being on the ta

ble not expressed in the English command. Such discrepancies are bound

to arise in all but the most carefully prepared learning sequences, so it is

important to be clear on how they are handled axiomatically and in the

implementation.

Axiom 8 is just the inverse for terms of Axiom 7. This axiom obviously

is needed for applying a grammatical form to a particular utterance, as

illustrated already informally in the discussion preceding the statement of

the axioms.

Axiom 9 (term association) is the most complicated single association

axiom we state and one that in a further development of the theory might

be simplified. We did not find easy ways to do so in the present setup. On

the other hand, the role of Axiom 9 is central to reducing considerably the

number of grammatical forms that must be stored in memory in order to

interpret an utterance without any new learning. We can illustrate this by

the following example, where we show as before the internal representation

only schematically.

1. Get the black nut which is left of the screw! ~ ft(g,b,e,s,n).

2. of the screw ~ h(s)

3. which is left of the screw ~ h(e, s)

4. the black nut which is left of the screw ~ 14(b,e,s, n)
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In this example we omitted all the intermediate associations required in

the hypothesis of Axiom 9 and have just shown the results. Notice the

importance of this method of derivation. Consider, for example, line 3.

We immediately get as a generalization of line 3, the following grammatical

form:

which is R of the 0 ~ I(R,O)

To permit this as a grammatical form we must interpret the use of the

concept of term in axiom 7 in a generous way, which we do. So the interpre

tation of the axioms on grammatical-form generalization, term specification

or term association are such that we are really treating as a term any string

that can be built up in the proper way from the use of the axioms by prior

associations as, for example, by the axiom of term association. So we re

ally have an implicit recursive definition of terms that is quite generous and

which we do not need to use explicitly, except as stated in the axioms. No

tice that with the apparatus introduced by the term-association axiom we

then can interpret a new utterance for exampIe:

Get the red screw which is right of the washer!

The phrase which is right of the washer we can now interpret in terms of our

earlier work from the grammatical form which is R of the O. Notice on the

other hand that we are not trying to generate utterances from the word level.

We leave in the various languages such standard phrases as which i§. which

can be difficult to generate and are notoriously complicated as we move

across languages and their various forms. What we have wanted to do is

not simply rely on complete grammatical forms for entire utterances, which

would multiply the number of forms far too much. So we have, particularly

by the use of Axiom 9, a compromise that permits us to understand many

new standard utterances without learning, but which does not depend upon
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being able to understand the structure of a new utterance by an analysis of

each word individually.

The primary form of Axiom 9 is stated for languages in which nonde

noting words like determines precede the denoting term they modify. An

alternative formulation is given at the end for the opposite case when the

nondenoting words follow. A fundamental question, however, within this

framework is whether to state the axiom in its present form, which requires

that w be the maximal string of nondenoting words preceding the denoting

word a, or whether it should be the minimal string. There are arguments

on both sides. We are not certain that our choice of maximal is correct.

We regard our current selection as tentative, and will reconsider upon the

basis offurther experience. No doubt using either the maximal string or the

minimal string, will lead to difficulties in some situations for some languages.

We have already exhibited Axiom 10 in the generalization from which is

left of the screw to generate the new grammatical form which is R of the O.

This example is typical of the way we would want to use Axiom 10.

Axiom 11 provides for a method of term form generalization which is

important in generating complicated verbal utterances and keeps us from

having to store, as we just indicated, large numbers of complete grammatical

forms. Considering the following example.

Problem: Interpret the new utterance

Get the black nut which is right of the large washer!

1. A the O!

2. 0 which is R of 0'

3. A the 0 which is R of the 0'

4. P 0

(G.F. in memory)

(G.F. in memory)

(1.2 by Ax. 11)

(G.F. in memory)
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5. A the P 0 which is R of the P' O'!

6. Get E A

black E P

large E P

nut EO

washer E R

right E R

Patrick Suppes et al

(3,4 by Ax. 11)

7. Get the black nut which is right of the large washer! (5,6 by Ax. 8)

In this example showing how Axiom 11 works, we have omitted showing the

schematic notation for the internal representation, which should be added

to each line.

Axioms 12-15 govern our treatment of nondenoting terms. As we have

indicated earlier in the discussion, the only way in which input commands

are marked grammatically during learning is to mark those words that are

nondenoting. The sense of nondenoting here is not semantically subtle. It is

the sense of a word that does not have a denotation in the internal represen

tation. The main function of the Axioms 12-15 is to state standard kinds of

axioms to divide the nondenoting words into various classes. In the axioms

we have not specifically constructed the classes but instead have used the

equivalence relation ~. Axiom 13 states when this equivalence relation holds

between two nondenoting terms, namely, when the two different commands

in which they occur are associated to the same internal representation. Ax

iom 14 specifically makes the relation an equivalence relation and Axiom 15

guarantees that it has the appropriate substitution property with respect to

the relation of an association.

Although the axioms are stated in abstract form the intended equivalence
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between nondenoting terms is straightforward. Now the inference procedure

works can be seen from the following German example.

A den 0 1 R die Oz! ~ I(A,Ol,R,Oz)

A das 0 1 R das Oz! ~ I(A,Ol,R,Oz)

A den 0 1 R den Oz! ~ I(A,OI,R,Oz)

A die 01 R die Oz! ~ I(A,Ol,R,Oz)

A den 0 1 R das Oz! ~ I(A,Ol,R,Oz)

A das 0 1 R den Oz! ~ I(A,Ol,R,Oz)

A die 0 1 R den Oz! ~ I(A,Ol,R,Oz)

A das 0 1 R die Oz! ~ I(A,Ol,R,Oz)

From the first two lines we can infer that three inflected forms of the Ger

man definite article are equivalent in the sense of the relation introduced

by Axioms 12-15. From this equivalence we can then infer the following

additional six permutations of the same basic grammatical form, as shown

in the example.

We emphasize once again that the equivalence relation we have intro

duced to simplify and reduce the number of grammatical forms with respect

to nondenoting words, would not at all be acceptable if we were also required

to produce speech as well as comprehend it. To produce grammatical Ger

man, for example, we would have to keep to the standard distinctions, but

for the purposes of comprehension it is not required.

We originally had some elaborate axioms on anaphora but we were not

fully satisfied with them, so we have eliminated them from this version of

the theory. We shall include them in the next version with some of the

additional machinery we will be introducing. What we have done in some

of the examples given in this report is to include anaphora. We have made

it work by setting appropriate probabilities either zero or one, so that the
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learning is from a conceptual standpoint trivial. This in itself is not a result

of any interest. We have done it as a means of moving ahead. We consider,

however, the problem of having a general theory of anaphora, applicable to

a number of different languages, an essential problem to be solved in any

theory of robotic machine learning of natural language.
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ROBOT: March 29, 1991

Our theory is based on the following primitive concepts, each of which

has a natural intuitive interpretation. The first one is the set S of verbal

commands formulated in the language to be learned. Naturally we assume

this set is not empty but in all applications will be finite, even though the

theory applies in the standard way to an infinite set. The second primitive

concept is the set R of responses and the third primitive concept, the set E of

feedback or reinforcement outcomes. In the present theory we do not make

much of the responses or feedback, but it is clear more elaborate ideas could

easily be added here. In the case of robotics especially, the set of responses

I
o
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can become complicated and central, but the present theory concentrates

on language learning rather than motor responses. Effectively we shall be

content to simply evaluate responses as correct or incorrect in relation to the

stated commands. Because of these restrictions, we shall be able to assume

that both Rand E are finite. But there is nothing in the foundations of

what we are doing that requires such a restriction.

The structure of memory is important. The parts of memory that are

continually changing in the process of learning but are also stored perma

nently in a continually revised form are the association relation A, the rela

tion G which we call the GFIR relation, standing for the relation between

grammatical forms and their internal representation, and the short-term

memory buffer VC holding as content [VC], the verbal command given at

the beginning of the trial. The memory of this buffer decays by the end of

the trial and is replaced by a new verbal command at the beginning of the

next trial. In the sequence of what happens on a trial, we show the V C

buffer immediately following the occurrence of a verbal command, for this is

when it is filled. In addition, as part of the GFIR relation, the description

of the grammatical form includes a memory trace of the particular associa

tions on the basis of which the grammatical form was first generated. There

are also parts of memory unchanged that we do not state in full detail in the

axioms but that are important to implementation of the theory. First is the

set of semantic categories, such as the category of actions and the category

of objects. These categories are discussed more thoroughly in Section 3,

and connected with them is the set of denoting words, or what we might

call, -denoting words to indicate that the denotations we refer to are those

that are restricted to entities belonging to one of the semantic categories,

for example, an action or an object like a screw. We have, as we make clear

in Section 3, fixed internal denotations as part of the internal representation
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of all of the entities included in the various categories, independent of any of

the particular natural languages being learned. We consider this restriction

from the standpoint of general language learning artificial, but, as remarked

earlier, we make it here in order to concentrate in this first formulation en

tirely on the problem of language learning without any related attention to

concept learning. In a more general theory it would be natural to include

a theory of concept learning which would generate the semantic categories

that we now assume a priori. We also assume as part of memory the entire

internal representation language and the various terms with their specific

meaning, including various important functions, as described in the next

section. Again, everything about this internal representation and the inter

nal representation language is formulated independently of any particular

natural language.

Each learning trial may be described by an ordered septuple (A, G, [VC],

s, r, e) where A and G are the state ofthe part of memory subject to change

due to learning at the beginning of the trial. In particular A is the association

relation at the beginning of the trial, G is the GFIR relation at the beginning

of the trial, [VC] is the content of the VC buffer at the beginning of the trial,

s is the verbal command given to the robot, r is the response of the robot

and e is the feedback or reinforcement given to the robot. This septuple does

not, of course, describe all that happens in the trial. It does not describe, for

example, the process by which the new A and G are formed, that is the new

state of memory is formed, for the beginning of the next trial. But from SUcll

a description the changes that occur in A and G can be computed for the

beginning of the next trial on the basis of the axioms stated below. From

this description of trials we then can form all possible sequences of trials

which constitute the probability space n. On n we then have a probability

measure on the Boolean algebra of events made up of possible outcomes,
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more technically, the a algebra of subsets of n. (Even more specifically, this

Boolean algebra is the a field of cylinder sets of n but it is not important

here to spell out the details.) The concepts laid out here and several of

the axioms are very much in the spirit of the first author's earlier work on

stimulus sampling theory, especially as exemplified in Suppes (1969; see also

1989), but it is important to emphasize that the mechanisms introduced here

are much richer in terms of internal structure than those to be found in the

earlier purely theoretical work just mentioned on stimulus sampling theory

for finite automata. Here the objective is not to formulate general axioms

as the basis of purely theoretical results, but axioms specific and definite

enough to test with actual cases of robotic machine learning of specific of

various natural languages.

3 Internal Representation

In this section we sketch the language of internal representation we use.

As already mentioned, for purposes of our robotic application we use

LISP as the language of representation. Internal representations will there

fore be LISP-expressions. A LISP-expression is any string (FE1 ...En ) where

F is a function symbol and E1 , •.. ,En are either atoms or LISP- expressions.

The fragments of natural language we cOl\sider are meant to instruct

a robot to perform elementary actions in a simple environment. Due to

the capabilities of the robot the tasks are moving around in a 3D space and

opening (and closing) the gripper. The environment is a collection of objects

like screws, nuts, washers, plates, sleeves of a limited number of colors, sizes,

and shapes. Commands that typically arise in this context are: Open the

gripper! Move forward! Turn to the left! Put a nut on the screw! Go to the

right! Go to a screw! Lift the black screw which is left of the plate! Drop
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the washer! Get a nut! Put the nut near the screw! Turn the screw to the

right! and Stop!

So we will have in our internal language symbols for each content word

of a command. The English command

Get a screw!

will have the following internal representation

(fal g (so (fol s *)))

where g and s occur in the internal language as counterparts of the English

content words get and screw. The internal representation has three more

symbols: fol, so, and faI. These symbols are abbreviations of the semantic

operations focus on object, select object, and form action. The purpose of

these operations is to provide what we think is the procedural structure of

the natural language command mentioned above. Before it can perform the

action denoted by g, the robot has to determine the object of this action.

The object that is intended to become the object of the action is returned

by the operation so. This operation is nondetermistic: it just selects one out

of a set of objects. The input for so is a set of objects. This set of objects is

the output of the operation fol: it takes a property and the set of objects

in the robot's environment and returns a set of objects. The environment

is represented by the symbol * in our internal language. In our example,

the property the environment is checked for is the presence of screws. The

procedure so then takes this set of all screws of the environment as input

and returns an arbitrary screw from this set. This particular screw together

with the action g is the input of the operation faI.

According to the semantic category of the object that it denotes, each

expression of our language of internal representation belongs to a certain
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category. In the afore-mentioned example, e.g., the expression screw be

longs to the category property, more specifically: object property, and the

expression get belongs to the category action. The full list of categories is as

follows: 1. Object Property (Po), 2. Spatial Relation (R), 3. Action (A), 4.

Action Property (PA ), 5. Set of Objects (8),6. Object (0) 7. Region (G),

8. Direction (D). Categories 1 through 5 are primitive, semantic categories

6 through 8 are derived, which means that they have no atomic expressions

but have only complex expressions that have been derived by operations.

Semantic categories can be further divided into subcategories: The cat

egory Po has subcategories B for expressions denoting objects like screws,

C for colors like gold, Z for sizes like small, and H for shapes like round.

The category R of spatial relations is split up into subcategories R, and

R2 depending on whether its elements are binary or ternary relations. The

category A of actions has six subcategories depending on the valency of the

action expression. So we have a subcategory for actions that do not require

any complement like stop, another subcategory for actions that require an

object like get, a subcategory for actions that require a region as complement

like go as in, e.g. Go near a plate!, a subcategory for actions that require

both an object and a region like put, as in e.g., Put a screw near a plate!

a subcategory for actions that require a direction as their complement like

turn, as in e.g. Turn left!, and a subcategory for actions that require both an

object and a direction as in e.g. Move the screw forward!. Unlike the sub

categories of relations or the subcategories of properties the subcategories

of actions are not disjoint, i.e. an action like, e.g., turn occurs in more than

one category.

Lexicon

1. Spatial Relations:
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(i) R1 : inl' in2' into}, intoz, onl, onz, onto!, ontoz, front}, frontz,

forward, behindl , behind3, back, leftt, left2, left3, rightl, right2,

right3, up, abovel, above2, down, belowl, below2, overl, over2,

underl' underz, fromb {romz, tOl, toz, nearl;nearZ,

2. Actions:

(i) Ao: stop,

(ii) AI: open, close, get (as in e.g. Open a gripper.~,

(iii) A2: go, move (as in Go to the screw),

(iv) A3: put, screw, unscrew, move (as in Put the screw near the

hole.~,

(v) A.: go, turn (as in Go forward! or Turn to the right.~, .

(vi) As: turn, move (as in Turn the screw to the rightn.

3. Object Properties:

(i) B: screw, nut, washer, hole, gripper, sleeve, plate,

(ii) C: black, grey, gold,

(iii) Z: large, medium, small,

(iv) H: square, round, hexagonal.

4. Action Properties: slowly, quickly.

5. Set of Objects: * (= the set of objects in the robot's particular envi

ronment)

Non-atomic expressions are derived by the following operations. We

state first the LISP-name of the operation with the full name in parentheses

and then state the argument and value types.
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io (identify object) 5 -> 0 -4a-tfarm"ilirectioll}Rl->,j;J~,·

so (select-object) 5 -> 0 fa1 (form-action-1) Al X 0 -> A

fo'! (focus-on-object-1) P(l1 X S -> S fa2 (form-action-2) A2 X d,,-> A
;--f'" ' '7 1"/

if<J-2-(f"~us-on-,,bject-2)-~RyXS->B;::{ fa3 (form-action-3) A3 X 0 X td(2+ A

-fa3-0f<:tcus.-em~0bje&3};)CS=;S~ fa4 (form-action-4) A4 x,d8. A

ffl fr1 (formfr~'ii~n-1) Rl X 0 ->.Rf P fa5 (form-action-5) As X 0 xJ1~ A

fr 2, fr2 (form-region-2) R2 X 0 X 0 -> fIp falL.(fQrm:,Q,ciion·6)A"X PA'=':X'

SO our internal language can be defined by the following context-free

grammar:-,

Grammar
'; <r.~ p

(Ea} ,A ->(fa6A-P:A}/ {h) ff-> (ff2 R2 0 0)

\(b) A -> (fa5 As 0 )5)r-< T(i)? fJ'-> (f?1 Rl 0)

(c) A -> (fa4 A4)3) R fk-)--S'=>-(jo:>G-5r

(d) A -> (fa3 A3 0 %) P[j)S->(f(j2-Rl'Sr~1
(e) A -> (fa2 A29') 1> !(m)OS -> (fo)' Pgf 5)

(f) A -> (fa1 Al 0) q (n) 0 -> (so 5)

-I$J-~];)-=-(-jd-R-t-)- i) (0) 0 -> (io 5)

¥~

If A ~

Note that we did not list the rules introducing the terminals since that

information is provided by the lexicon.

To illustrate our grammar we give some examples for basic types of action

and object structures together with their natural English counterparts:

Action Structures

1. (fa1 get (io (fo1 screw *)))

Get the screw!
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2. (fa2 go (fr1 nearz (10 (fo1 screw *»)))

Go near the screw!

3. (fa3 put (10 (fo1 screw *» (fr1 behlnd3 (10 (nut *»)))

Put the screw behind the nut!

4. (fa4 go (fd forward»

Go forward!

5. (faS turn (10 (fo1 screw *»(fd1Ieft3»

Turn the screw to the left!

6. (fa6 slowly (fa4 go (fd1 front)))

Go slowly forward!

Object Structures

1. (fof screw *)

screw

2. (f~llarge (fo1 screw *»

large screw

3. (fo/large (fo1 black (fo1 screw *)))
t

large black screw

( 4. (f02 left (fo1 screw *» )

" left screw

(' 5. (f02left (fo1 square (fo1 screw *») I
1 .J
" left square screw

6. (I) (for (fpl- behlnd(s6'(f~lnut *») (fo1 screw *»

sC1J.wbehind a nut-

39
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i if:!'
(ii) (fo1 screw (f4 (M behind (so (fo1 nut *») *»

screw behind a nut

7. (i) (fo1large (f03 (fr1 behind (so (fo1 nut *») (fo1 screw *))

large screw behind a nut

(ii) (fo1large (fo1 screw (f03 (fr1 behind (so (fo1 nut *») *»)

large screw behind a nut

8. (i) (f03 (fr2 between (so (fo1 nut *» (so (fo1 washer *» (fo1 screw

*)

screw between a nut and a washer

(ii) (fo1 screw (f03 (fr2 between (so (fo1 nut *» (so (fo1 washer *»)

* ))
screw between a nut and a washer

Putting object structures into action structures we may derive structures

of arbitrary degrees of complexity, as e.g.,

(fa3 put (io (f03 (fr2 between (io (fo1 nut *» (io (fo1 washer *» (fo1 screw

*» (fr2 between (io (f02left (fo1 hole *» (io (f02 right (fo1 hole *)))))))

Put the screw that is between the nut and the washer between the left hole

and the right hole!

3.1 Comments
/

The operations fo1, f02, f,o{all have in common that they focus the robot's
7

attention on objects of a certain kind in the set of objects that can be

perceived by the robot on the occasion of being given a particular command:
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fo1 takes a property and a set of objects and returns the objects that are

referred to by the element of o. So the expression

(fo1 screw *) (2)

returns the set of all objects from the set in the robot's perceptual environ

ment that are screws. In

(fo1 black (fo1 screw *)). (3)

fo1 operates recursively: it first returns the set S of all screws in the robot's

environment and then returns the subset S' of S of all black screws. Note

that there is nothing to prevent the derivation of a structure like

(fo1 black *) (4)

even if there is no natural langage expression corresponding to it. A possible

English version of this expression would be black thing. There is also nothing

in our language that prevents a structure like

(fo1 screw (fo1 nut *). (5)

Note that there is nothing in our language of internal representation to

prevent the derivation of a structure like

(fo1 screw (black *)) (6)

which would in fact be more in line with the order of procedures if the ac

tually occurring word order can be taken as an indication of the order of

processing meaning. This would allow to reflect in our procedural represen

tation the well-known linguistic distinction between A N order languages

exemplified by English or German and N A order languages exemplified by

Spanish tornillo negro.
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On the other hand, we know from language acquisition that the object

property has to learned before in order that properties like colour, shape, and

size can be learned. (Reference to Markman?) So there is a problem of how

to reflect both features of the temporal order of speech and developmental

features in one and the same processing structure.

Note that we have not built into our system the apparently universal

constraint for sequencing attributes of colour closer to object names than

other attributes~fefCience1.
f02 focusses on a set of objects that bear a certain relation to a set of

objects. A typical example is the English expression left screw which, in our

internal language, is given the structure

(f02left (fol screw *)) (7)

Before we deal with f03 we have to introduce regions. A region is a set

of locations that stand in a certain relation to at least one object. Regions

are built from a binary relation and an object by frl and from a ternary

relation and two objects by fr2. So the English phrase

behind the screw

can have either of the following structures

(frl behind1 (the screw))

(frl behind3 (the screw))

(8)

(9)

(10)

depending on whether the relation is a location (behindtJ or a destination

(behind3 ). Notice that whereas English does not distinguish between (8) and

(9) other languages do: either by assigning the respective word a different

case as German or Russian, or by some particle as Japanese or Chinese. A

similar case is the relation on although here English may (but need not)
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Region Destination

English: on the table o~1the table

German: auf dem Tisch auf den Tisch

Russian: na stole na stol

Japanese: dai no ue no dai no ue ni

Chinese: zhuozi shang dao zhuozi shang

Table 1: NL Structures
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make a distinction between the location in and the destination into. An

overview is given in Table 1.

f03 focusses on a set of objects of a certain region. A typical example is

the English expression

screw in a hole (11)

Notice however that this structure can be derived in two different ways:

(f03 (in a hole) screw *)

(fo1 screw (103 (in a hole) *)))

(12)

The difference between (11) and (12) is that in (11) the region is treated

like an ordinary property modifying an object whereas in (12) the region

is treated as an argument of the object. Let us therefore refer to the first

structure as the modifier analysis and refer to the second structure as the

argument analysis.

Notice that the different structures (11) and (12) go with different pro

cedures: Since the modified procedurally precedes the modifier and the ar

gument precedes the function, on the modifier analysis (11) the object is

processed first and the region is processed second whereas on the argument

analysis (12) the processing order is reversed I.e. the region is processed first

and the object is processed second.
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The procedure denoted by (11) is to check the environment for objects

that are screws and then to focus on the screws of a specified region. The

procedure denoted by (12) is to check the environment for objects in a certain

region and then to focus on objects that are screws. Since both procedures

are result-equivalent Le. return the same values for each argument, it is

difficult to make a principled decision about which one is psychologically

more realistic. It may be the case that the order of procedures is intimately

tied to the natural language in question. If that is the case linguistic struc

ture could be taken as a cue to determine the order of internal procedures.

Compare in this context the structures of Chinese and Japanese e.g. on the

one hand against English, German, and Russian e.g. on the other hand:

Chinese: luomu zuobian de luosiding

nut left

Japanese: tomeneji no hidari no nejikugi

nut left

English: screw left of the nut

German: Schraube links von der Mutter

kotoryi sleva ot gaiki
'\ c:Russian: vint
,--",-~,~/

/-'l---..,.-' ,/~".._~"'"-- .. .-~ -. ---~

If the order in a construction can be taken as an indication of the order

of internal procedures, Chinese and Japanese appear to favour the argument

analysis, whereas German, English, and Russian appear to prefer the mod

ifier analysis. Notice, however, that by additional grammatical machinery

German can enforce an order with the location preceding the object:

links von der Mutter sich befindende Schraube.

Notice also that Russian has both orders, but the order common to the

Chinese and Japanese languages appears to be preferred in spoken language
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as against the order of processing common to English and German: the

construction "that object which is..." is rarely used in spoken Russian and

two ofthese in a sentence is not too elegant in written text either. The most

common way to avoid this is to put the object description first, defining its

properties and location, and then to give the action. For example,

Tam v shkafu na kukhne chashki krasnye, prinesi pozhalul'sta )
~~-

There in the cupboard on the kitchen are red cups, bring please!
<,,""-'.""-

/',,---,
,: i.ljirom the point of order of constituents both structures presuppose that a
'-./

region has been computed before. Note the resemblance to Chinese and to

Japanese.

A similar but more complicated question arises with structures of an

object modified by both an adjective and a region:

?c

big screw left of the hole

The question is: what is the structure of this expression? Is it

big (screw left of the hole)

or

(big screw) (left of the hole)

(14)

(15)

(16)

or both? The last alternative would mean that the structure is ambiguous.

The modifier analysis provides both (14) and (15). (16) is the modifier

analysis of (14), and (17) is the modifier analysis of (15).

(fo1 big (f03 (left of the hole)(fo1 screw *)))

(f03 (left of the hole)(fo1 big (fo1 screw *)))

(17)

(18)

The argument analysis, however, can only provide (14) but cannot pro

vide (15). The argument analysis for (14) is as follows:

(fo1 big (fo1 screw (f03 (left of the hole) *))) (19)
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Figure 1: big screw left of the hole

To see that the argument analysis cannot provide (15) consider that any

construction of (15) should have

(fo1 big (fo1 screw *)) (20)

as its constituent. This procedure returns a set of objects. But left of the

hole is a region. There is no way, with our operations available, to force this

procedure into a function acting on left of the hole as its argument. The

only way to do it would be by using f03 but this would render the analysis

identical to the modifier analysis in (17).

If (13) can be shown to be ambiguous this could be used as an argument

to rule out the modifier analysis in favour of the argument analysis. Now

it appears that (13) can indeed be shown to be ambiguous. The English

phrase big screw left of the hole can be interpreted in one of the two ways

of (14) and (15). Note that (14) and (15) can return different results. To

see this consider in Figure 1: (15) will return S3 which is a big screw among

those that are left of the hole. (14) will return no screw since the big screws

are all right of the screw.

One should conclude therefore that the modifier analysis is superior to

the argument analysis with respect to expressability. It should therefore be

predictable that languages which appear to have a penchant for the argu-
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ment analysis like Chinese and Japanese have some difficulty expressing the

reading that is not available on the argument analysis. And this is indeed

the case. For instance, to express (20)

Pick up the black screw left of the nut!

in Chinese, it is correct to use

Ba zhege luomu zuobian de heise luosiding na qi

whereas the order of region name and property name exchanged as in

Ba zhege heise luomu zuobian de luosiding na qi!

(21)

is incorrect. Since the property always has to precede the object name other

orders are ruled out. And in Japanese, (20) can only be expressed by

tomeneji no hidari no kuroi nejikugi wo toriagero!

whereas the string with the order exchanged

kuroi tomeneji no hidari no nejikugi wo toriagero!

means (21) but not (20).

Pick up the screw left of the black nut! (22)

Notice that rules (I), (m), and also (a) are recursive: we can form the

following structures:

(fol screw *)

(fol black (fol screw *))

(fol round (fol black (fol screw *)))

(fol small (fol round (fol black (fol screw *))))
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The operation so selects an arbitrary object from a set of perceptually

given objects.

The operation io identifies a unique object in a set of perceptually given

objects.

i The operation f d forms a direction from a binary relation as in English

Go forward! or Turn left! Note that this operation makes sense only for the

subclass front, back, up, down, left, right of relations.

Not surprisingly a number of operations arise in the context of actions.

This has to do with the various subclasses of actions depending on the

different valencies actions exhibit.

Notice that our internal language allows us to reflect the ambiguity of

the following expression:

Go behind the plate! (23)

This can mean either to go from any point in the workspace to a point that

is behind the plate. But it can also mean to restrict movement to the space

behind the plate. The second reading makes especially sense in a situation

when the robot is already behind the plate, Le. in a situation where the first

reading does not make any sense since the result of the command obtains

before execution.

The first reading is expressible by the following structure

(la2 go (lrl behind3 (the plate))

The second reading of (20) is expressed in the following structure:

(la2 go (lrl behind1 (the plate))

(24)

(25)

Notice that the ambiguity of (20) is not reflected by structural means as one

would expect but by purely lexical means.
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3.2 Matching NL Structures
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We assume our language of internal representation to be universal. One

should expect therefore that it equally well maps to various natural lan

guages. This is, however, not the case. If we assume the following principles

to determine the relation between natural languages and the language of

internal representation

1. Atoms of lR map to words of NL.

2. The mapping between NL and lL denoting vocabularies is

one-one.

then we find the principles are met quite well by English but to a much

lesser degree by other languages. This shows that our language of internal

representation is biased by English.

Note that these principles are required by our learning principles: the

axiom of probabilistic association requires a one-one-matching between the

denoting words of the verbal stimulus and the corresponding denoting sym

bols of the coerced internal representation. Because our learning principles,

at least at their present state, preclude the association of more than one

internal symbol with more than one natural language word principle 2 ob

tains.

Notice however that even for English we have cases failing to fulfill prin

ciple 2 as in e.g. behind mapping both to behind! if denoting a location and

to behind3 if denoting a destination.

Notice also that the principle 2 does not make a commitment that for

any atomic expression in a natural language there is a corresponding atom

in the internal representation. No non-denoting expression has a corre

sponding expression in the lR. So the set of non-denoting expressions that

are involved in the formation of grammatical forms are bringing in varia-
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tion across natural languages. The number of non-denoting words can vary

considerably from language to language depending on their different case

forms where each case-occurrence of a word is a different word: the dative

masculine form of the German definite articl~dem is a different word from

the accusative masculine form of the German definite article den. Another

example, from Russian, is:

tot vint, kotoryi sleva at gaXki
~ ------- -- ~- ..-.... .---
(that screw which is left of the nut),

where tot and kotoryi vary according to the noun's gender and case.
~ .-.............

Notice also that we have no principle to determine the relation between

IR operations and natural language expressions. Operations of the internal

representation may be realized in one language and not realized in another

language. A case in point is the representation of the operations io and so.

In English and German io is represented by the definite article and so is

represented by the indefinite article.

Operations of the internal representation may also be realized by order.

A case in point is Chinese. In Chinese, the definite case and the indefinite

cases can be represented by their positions in the sentence with respect to

the verb. Objects in preverbal position are interpreted as definitive, objects

in postverbal position are interpreted as indefinite. Compare:

ba luomu na qu lai (pick up the nut)

na qu lai yige luomu (pick up a nut)

In Russian, there io and so are generally not represented although in

particular cases there are words available d. kakoi-nibud' for io and demon-

j
I

strative pronoun for so.
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In Japanese, there are no strings indicating definite or indefinite refer

ence. The Japanese command kuroi nejikugi no tokoro e ike can be trans

lated into English by either one of

Go to the black screw!

Go to a black screw!

Since both English sentences are assigned different internal structures there

is an overspecification of IR for the Japanese. Notice that Japanese sentences

with more than two nouns become multiply ambiguous with respect to our

representation (n nouns = 2n readings!).

In general the match in the object and property categories is better than

the match in the spatial relation and action categories. This may have to do

with the fact that our objects are artifacts that exhibit not much variation

across cultures and languages whereas spatial relations and actions are much

more deep-rooted in specific socio-cultural traditions of perceiving and doing

things.

Contrary to principle 1, there is no primitive equivalent to the property

medium available in Russian. The Russian word srednir used as an attribu

tive adjective to the noun srednil means "positioned between" The only way

to express this property is by the periphrastic genetivus qualitatis

gaika sredner velichiny!
r--.,_~ ,'''--'~>''''-''_. "-"'-'""'~."" •."~.

medium nut ("nut of medium size")

Whereas many languages express a spatial relation by a separate word of

an even distinguished syntactic category (preposition) other languages like

e.g. Finnish express a spatial relation as a part of a word combining it with

the word denoting the reference object into one word.
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talossa in the house

talolla at the house

talolle to the house

This is a violation of principle 1.

Also in violation of principle 1, Russian and German, have different

expressions for right and left depending on their syntactic category: If

right occurs as an attributive adjective the Russian word is prav-, if the

right occurs as an adverb it is cprava:

gatKa, kotoraya lezhit sprava ot vinta
...../'--~' ,.",.,..<,,.,.,.-,,,,-' ,,,,.-.- -,..". '-., ..,. ---

nut which is right of the screw

pravoe otverstie.
r--:--.. .~--~

right hole

Languages also vary in the degree of abstractness. A case in point is the

action denoted by the English verb put. It can be used without any commit

ment as to the resulting position of the object of the action. In languages

like Russian or German no equivalent expression is available. Translating

put into German e.g. requires to make a choice among at least the verbs

setzen, stellen, and legen. The choice between these expressions depends on

the intended position of the reference object as a result of the action.

A translation of

Put the vase on the table!

could be anyone of the following

1. Stell die Vase auf den Tisch!

2. Setz die Vase auf den Tisch!

(26)
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3. Leg die Vase auf den Tisch!
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depending on the intended position of the vase: in 1 and 2 the vase is in

an upright position, in 3 the vase is in a lying position. There is less infor

mation conveyed in (11) than in either of its German translations. Similar

observations hold for Russian:

!~
1. Postavpl chashku na stoll (Put the cup on the table!)

2. Polozhi knigu na stol! (Put the book on the table!)

3. PovesrY kartinu na stenu! (Put the picture on the wall!)

4. Nadert;;:i) muftu na vint! (Put the sleeve on the screw!)

5. Vstav~i'!vint v otverstie! (Put the screw into the hole!)

A similar case is the action denoted by English screw. It is abstracted

from the objects and relation involved in the act of screwing whereas in

Russian e.g. different types of this act have to be ditinguished and cannot

be merged under one common term:

Vvinti vint v otverstie!

(Screw a screw into a hole!)

Navinti gaJ:ku na vint!

(Screw a nut onto a screw!)

Screw the nut onto the screw Navinti gaiku na vint

Screw the screw into the nut Vvinti vint v gaiku

The information that in English is carried in the preposition in Russian

is carried by the verbal prefix and the preposition.
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The Russian verb otvintitpl has less valency than English verb "un

screw" than is needed to represent all internal symbols. Namely, it is im

possible (in correct Russian) to say

Unscrew the nut from the screw!

only

Unscrew the nut! (Otvinti galku!),

though in the spoken (non-normative) Russian you can say

Svinti gaJku s vinta!

In English the verb turn can be used intransitively with a specification

of a direction as in e.g. turn left and transitively with a direction as in e.g.

turn the screw to the left. Chinese and Japanese have to use different verbs

in both constructions:

Chinese: zhao zuo zou

ba zhege luosiding zhao zuo shangjin

Japanese: hidari e muke

nejikugi wo hidari e mawase

English: turn left

t urn the screw to the left

A similar difference arises with the verb go that can be used with a lo

cation to the screw or with a direction forward in English whereas Chinese

and Japanese have to use different verbs in each case.
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Japanese: nejikugi no tokoro e ike

mae e susume

dao zhege luosiding na qu

zhao qian zou

English go to the screw

go forward

0n I
~ondrrdirrgReri:iarkS'r
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We have not available, at the moment, representations for actions that de

pend on the fulfilment of a condition

Screw the nut (until it is) tight!

or actions involving Boolean combinations like

Get the screw and (or) the nut!

Get a screw and (or) a nut!

Get the screw and a nut!

Go to a round and black nut!

Go to a round nut which is not near a hole!

Go to a square screw but not near a hole

or plurals like

Get the screws into the box!

but plan to do this in the next stage of our prlJJect.

we assume that natural language structures can be mapped..•in···a

regular fashion onto IR-structures? The answer~ilLdepeiit:lon which kind

of linguistic entity we make the.doma:iji'of~~~ping: the set of words, the

set of morpheme~?Ifwe'~h~·~sewords as the linguistic entity it can easily
\---._----......_....•,""
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be predicted that we will run into problems. As lexicographers have been

aware of for a long time there is no simple one-one-correspondence between

the set of words from one language to another.

What would be, for instance, an appropriate German equivalent (not

necessarily literal translation) for the English command Pick up a screw! in

the context under consideration? Among the candidates that come to mind

are the following ones:

(1) Heb eine Schraube auf!

(2) Heb eine Schraube hoch!

(3) Nimm eine Schraube (zur Hand)!

(4) Ergreif eine Schraube!

(5) Hal eine Schraube!

The action denoted by the verb holen in (5) which corresponds rather to

English get than to English pick up can be analyzed as a sequence of actions:

(A) moving the gripper from I to I'

(B) opening the gripper

(e) lowering the gripper

(D) closing the gripper

(E) moving the gripper up

(F) moving the gripper from I' to I

The German verb hochheben corresponds to English lift. The German

nehmen or ergreifen corresponds to English take. Lifting an object cer

tainly requires taking the object into the gripper. Taking the object into

the gripper may not necessarily require to lift it, i.e we may have
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get ~ ABCDE

take ~ (A) BCD (E F)

pick up ~ ABCDE

lift ~ BCDE
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Similar problems arise with the English command Drop the screw! which

can be rendered into one of the following German commands:

(1) Lass die Schraube fallen!

(2) Leg die Schraube hint

Various case and gender forms of some Russian pronouns have nothing

in common and cannot be represented as one hyphenated word, for example,ovowlmi ego, sleva ot nee, idi k nemu
l,j

take it, left of it, go to it.
English has prepositions on, onto, and in, into. The prepositions onto

and into denote a destination, the prepositions in and on can denote both

a location and a destination. The English instruction Put the screw on the

box on the table is therefore ambiguous with the following readings:

(i) Put the screw on the (box on the table)!

(ii) Put the (screw on the box) on the table!

Notice that this ambiguity does not regularly arise in Japanese, German,

or Russian as the respective translations of (i) and (ii) in Table 1 and Table

2 show. The reason for this is that the counterpart of on in German or

Russian requires the reference object to be in the dative (prepositional) case

if it specifies a location but in the accusative case if it specifies a destination.

Japanese has no in case the reference object is a place and ni in case the

reference object plays the role of a destination.
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Japanese: dai no ue no hako no ueni nejikugi wo oke

table on box on screw put

Chinese ba luosiding fang dao nage zhuozi shang de hezi shan

screw put to table on box on

German: Leg die Schraube auf die Schachtel auf dem Tisch!

English: put the screw on(to) the box on the table

Russian polozhi vint na korobku na stole

put screw onto box on table

Table 2: Put the screw on the box that is on the table!

Japanese: dai no ue ni hako no ueno nejikugi wo oke

table on box on screw put

Chinese: ba hezi shang de luosiding fang dao zhuozi shang

box on screw put to table on

German: Leg die Schraube auf der Schachtel auf den Tisch!

English: put the screw on the box on(to) the table!

Russian: polozhi vint na korobke na stol

put screw on box on table

Table 3: Put the screw that is on the box on the table!
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It might be suggestive to use the actions as operations themselves and

do completely without action-forming operations and have the following

internal representation

(go (fr1 to, (io (fo1 screw *))))

for Go to the screw! rather than the following one:

(fo1 go (fr1 tOl (io (fo1 screw *)))).

One argument against this solution is that natural languages not necessarily

have different words for different classes but often words that occur in more

than one class. We would then have to split up words like move into a

multiply ambiguous word (homonym) which looks very unnatural. Although

turn denotes quite different actions depending on whether it occurs in turn

to the screw or turn left we prefer to lay the burden of accounting for this

difference on the operation fa rather than on the representation of the action

turn itself and let turn to the screw be represented

(fa2 turn (to the screw))

and turn left be represented

(fa4 turn (fd left))

Notice that the distinction between MOVEMENT + POSITION and

MOVEMENT +DIRECTION is more fundamental for other languages than

it may appear for Indoeuropean languages: Japanese and Chinese require
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different names for actions that can be expressed by the same name in

English and German.

Further subclassification of the POSITION cases (3 and 5) are necessary

depending on whether R is binary or ternary and whether R is specifying

an origin (from), an itinerary (across, along, around), or a destination (to,

in(to), behind).

Considerable reduction of the set of matrix G.F.s could be achieved by/tile

introduction of nonterminal categories such as

• Determined noun phrases (the "classical" NP)... /

• Region phrases (the" classical" PP)

Apart from overall purposes of pa~~ifuonia,generality etc. this strategy

is advisable also for the following ~ea:sons:

First, in the example Go to/the left of the box! Put a screw there! the

adverb there clearly refers,·a:~aphorically to the region determined by the

phrase left of the box.Jf there is no category for regions available we have
/

no G.F. for Put a/lcrew there! and would be forced to classify there as a

nondenoting "Cord, contrary to intnition.

Second, we would be able to analyze sentences as Go to the nut or behind

the boxf

Third, we would not like to teach the distinction between the and a for

each G.F. but rather prefer the robot to pass predication tests of the follow

ing kind:
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Go to the screw!

Go to the screw near a hole!

Go to a screw!

Go to the screw! /
J"

/1/

Go to a screw!f'j;f'
1"

Go to the screw'~ear a hole!
,~,Ji/'

____---1!.' _

,l/;/

Go t.Wthe screw near the hole!

//
I

In the fragments of natural languages used for robotic instruction only a

subset of the spatial relations of the corresponding languages occurred. The

spatial relations we deal with occur in English under the names in, into,

on, onto, near, to, in front of, behind, left, right, above, below, over, under,

between, forward, back, up, down. Notice that not all of these names are

prepositions but may be adverbs like forward, or adjectives like in left screw

or substantives like in to the left. As mentioned before, our perspective is

semantical rather than syntactic.

We describe spatial relations in terms of geometry. This makes our en

terprise comparable to the work of Lutzeier (1974), Moilanen (1979), or Salle

(1984) on German prepositions, Boggess (1979) on English prepositions, and

Vandeloise (1986) on French prepositions. In contradistinction to Moilanen

or Lutzeier who consider only static relations we also deal with dynamic

relations like goals, directions and sources. We do not, however, consider
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combinations of spatial relations as e.g. English away from underneath or

German links hinter or modifications of spatial relations as in e.g. ganz vor,

schrag hinter, etc.

As one can almost predict, our geometrical approach has certain short

comings in accounting for properties that are beyond a purely geometri

cal description. Difficulties arise, for instance, with relations involving the

physical notion of gravitational pull in, e.g., on. Also there are difficulties

in describing relations involving a canonical position such as at.

The description of some spatial relations such as in front of, behind, left,

right requires a station point. As the objects of our environment are screws,

nuts, washers etc., they will not in general establish orientations of their

own and our station point will always be the robot. So we do not consider

the intrinsic interpretation of a relation but only its deictic interpretation.

As geometry we use the oriented Euclidean space Re3 with the horizontal

floor {< x,y,z >: z = O} and the vertical axis z. Orientations are given

by the usual ordering relation on Re. Stationary objects are thought of as

certain subsets of Re3 . Moving objects are thought of as certain subsets of

Re3 X Re with t as the fourth coordinate.

Since we think of the moving robot as the addressee of our instructions,

spatial relations are to be interpreted relative to the robot's location and

orientation. To specify the robot's location we introduce a point 0 =<

Xo,Yo,Zo >, or 0 =< xo,yo,zo,to > respectively, as the station point of the

robot. Since the robot by construction cannot change its vertical axis (it is

always parallel to the z-axis) the definition of its frontal and depth axes will

be sufficient to specify its orientation. We define the frontal axis (f-axis)

to be the axis through the gripper's front, orthogonal to the z-axis, and

parallel to the floor and the depth axis (d-axis) as the axis orthogonal to

the frontal axis, parallel to the floor through the center of gripper's front
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Figure 2: The robot's view
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as in Figure 1. This terminology is widely but not exclusively used in the

literature on visual preception.

To organize the set of spatial relations we classify them under familiar

intuitive categories such as Place, Destination, Direction, and Source. The

notions Place, Destination, and Source have been used by Fillmore (1971).

Direction is sometimes used to refer to destination. The relations classified

here under the category direction have gone widely unnoticed so far probably

because they are represented by adverbs rather than prepositions. To be

able to treat these relations along with the others may be a side effect of

our semantic perspective.

We refer to spatial relations by their expressions in English but use

subscripts if in English they have identical names. So we distinguish for
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instance three spatial relations behind!, behindz, and behind3 •

In Table 1 we give an overview of a subset of the spatial relations we

considered. The set of spatial relations can be grouped according to Crangle

and Suppes (1989) into notions of their respective underlying geometries

(affine, absolute, and oriented Euclidean). The exact characterization ofthe

geometry underlying a given relation cannot be done in isolation but depends

on what other relations are assumed. Consequently this classification is only

approximate. We note also that by absolute geometry we mean the common

part of Euclidean and hyperbolic geometry. Oriented spaces could be merely

absolute too rather than Euclidean, but a division is not critical for our

purposes.

In Table 2, we list the expressions of spatial relations in English, Ger

man, Chinese, and Russian. Inflectional languages such as Russian and

German sometimes have the same form for different relations and represent

the difference by a case distiction. In that case we give the information of

the case governed by that preposition by "+ X" where X is an abbreviation

for G(enitive), D(ative), A(ccusative), I(nstrumental, or P(repositional).

6.1 Place

This subsection considers the spatial relations of place listed in Table 1.

6.1.1 in

In our environment we distinguish two varieties of in. One is the pencil-in

open-box variety of Crangle and Suppes (1989) referred to henceforth by in!.

It is exihibited in e.g. hole in a plate. The other one is the f1ower-in-the-vase

variety exhibited in e.g. screw in the plate referred to by inz.
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Place Destination Direction Source

affine inl intol (outd

in2 into2 (outl)

betweenl between2

absolute on2 onto2 from2

nearl near2

tOl t02

oriented fronh front3 forward

front2

behindl behind3 back

backward

behind2

leftl left2 left3

rightl right2 right3

abovel above2

belowl below2

overl over2 up

underl under2 down

onl ontol froml

Table 4: Spatial Relations in IR
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English German Chinese Russian

in! in in + D zai...zhong v+P

in2 in in + D zai...zhong v+P

on! on auf + D zai ... shang na + P

onz on an +D zai ... shang na + P

nearl near nahe + D zai ... fujin vblizi + G

between! between zwischen + D zai ... zhongjian mezhdu + I

front! in front of vor + D zai ... qianbian pered + I

behind! behind hinter + D zai ... houbian za + I

front z before vor + D zai ... qianbian ran'she + G

behindz behind hinter + D zai ... houbian posle + I

left! left of links von + D zai ... zuo bian sleva ot + G

right! right of rechts von + D zai ... yuobian sprava ot + G

above! above, up oberhalb + G zai ... shang vyshe + G

below! below unterhalb + G zai ... xiabian nizhe + G

over! over iiber + D zai ... shangfang nad + I

under! under unter + D dao ... xiabian pod + I

into! in, into in + A fangjin v+A

intoz in, into in + A jin ... Ii v+A

onto! on, onto auf + A dao zai ... shang na+ A

ontoz on, onto an + A dao ... shang na+ A

nearz near nalle an + A dao ... fujin riadom s + I

to! to zu + D dao k+D

betweenz between zwischen + A dao ... zhongjian mezhdu + I

front 3 in front of vor + A dao ... qian(bian) pered + I

behind3 behind hinter + A dao ... houbian za + A

leftz left of links von + D (hin) dao ... zuo bian sleva ot + G

rightz (to the) right of rechts von + D (hin) dao ... yuobian sprava ot + G

abovez above, up hOher als dao ... shang vyshe + G

belowz below, down tiefer als dao ... xiabian nizhe + G

over2 over iiber + A dao ... shangfang nad + I

underz under unter + A dao ... xiabian pod + A

forward forward vorwarts qian vperiod
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A is in! B iff the following conditions hold:

A and B disjoint

A <:;; Cnv(B)
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(27)

(28)

where Cnv(A) denotes the convex closure of a set A defined in terms of the

affine concept of betweenness as:

Cnv(A) = {x : (3y)(3z)(y E A & z E A & ylxlz}.

where ylxlz is used as in Suppes et al. (1989) to denote the relation of y

being between x and z.

A is in2 B iff

A and B are disjoint,

An Cnv(B) -10.

(29)

(30)

If we had boxes with a lid in our environment we could even have the

pencil-in-closed-box variety of Crangle and Suppes (1989). This relation

of complete enclosure could be defined as a relation that holds between

objects if the enclosed object cannot be extended into an object "sticking

out" of the enclosing object. More precisely, A is completely enclosed by B

iff

..,(3x)(x ~ Cnv(A) & Cnv(AU {x}) <:;; B - Cnv(B)) (31)

In general even more varieties of in can be distinguished but since we

we deal neither with masses such as liquids nor with 2-dimensional objects

such as surfaces we do not pursue the topic further.
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6.1.2 on

The varieties of this relation have in common that they require some notion

of contact. We define A to be in contact with B if d( A, B) = 0 where d(A, B)

denotes the shortest Euclidean distance between A and B.

A is onl B iff

(i) A is in contact with B and

(il) A is supported by B from below

where A is supported by B from below iff most of the interior elements of A

are over some interior element of B.

A is onz B iff

(i) A is in contact with B, and

(il) A is not necessarily supported by B from below.

Occasionally it is pointed out that the notion of on is transitive: If there

are ten books piled up on a table it is claimed that the topmost can be said

to be on the table in the same way as the bottommost. Even "transitivists"

concede that none of the books can - by virtue of transitivity - be said to

be on the floor. That is why some take an undecided view on this matter

and may want to restrict transitivity as Crangle and Suppes (1989) suggest.

Neither of our varieties of on is transitive. We feel justified in our decision

by empirical evidence. First, the question of transitivity appears only to

arise with the "support from below" case. No one has claimed that onz is

transitive. Second, as Boggess (1979) pointed out there is always a sense of

onl that precludes transitivity.
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6.1.3 near

A is near} B iff
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d(A,B) i- 0 & d(A,B) < n· min{max(A),max(B)} (32)

where max(A) denotes the maximal dimension of A, and n denotes some

natural number n i- O. Notice that the condition precluding A from touching

B is necessary to make the notion differ from on.

Nearness is defined independently of any unit (inch, em) of measurement,

and the definition returns different distance values for objects of different

sizes, which is what is required.

Note that nearness may also depend on the relation between the distance

between A and B and the distance from either A and B to the hearer as

Waltz and Bogess (1979) point out. Since this parameter appears not to

matter for the distances of robot and objects in our environment we have

not included it in our definition.

6.1.4 between

A is between} B and C iff the following conditions are fulfilled

A, B, C are mutually disjoint,

A <;; Cnv(B UC) - (B UC)

(33)

(34)

If this definition appears to be too restricted, we can weaken the second

condition and replace it by the following condition:

More than half of A intersects with Cnv(B U C) - (B U C) (35)
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6.1.5 front and back

Since our objects do not provide any intrinsic perspective we have to deal

only with the deictic interpretation of the relation. Our station point will

be the robot's station point. A is in front! of B iff A occludes B where

A occlude8 B iff there exist a in A and bin B such that olalb where xlylz

denotes the betweenness relation for points as in Suppes et al. (1990)

Occlusion is certainly one criterion for being in front of (Levelt 1984). For

some languages it appears even the only or predominant one. Moreover it has

the advantage of simplicity: it can be used as a straightforward perceptual

procedure to decide on whether two objects stand in the relation of being

in front of or behind.

We define behind! as the converse relation of front!.

To show the importance of a station-point consider the following se

quence of commands

Go to the nut!

Go to the screw behind the washer!

Assume the commands are executed in an environment with a nut n a washer

wand two screws 81 and 82 as shown in Figure 2. According to our under

standing the robot should move to screw 82 and not to 81 in executing the

commands.

6.1.6 Digression

What appears to have widely been overlooked is that for certain spatial re

lations it matters whether they refer to microenvironments or to macroen

vironments. By a microenvironment we understand an environment where

objects are visible to the speaker and the hearer (tabletops, rooms). In a
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Figure 3: Two screws
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macroenvironment this is not the case. Examples are all kinds of geograph

ical descriptions. The spatial relations where this distinction may apply are

in front oj, behind, and between. It appears that for macroenvironments

the requirement of being on an approximately straight line is relaxed and

paths emerge as additional parameters. Notice that these relations may

have names in some languages (Russian and maybe even English) that de

note temporal relations or relations of linear order.

So there are two ways to go: either

(i) distinguish a three-placed notion betweenll and a four-placed notion

between12 with P (for path) as an additional parameter or

(ii) use betweenll as the general case with betweenll as the default case for

perceptual environments.

A is in front2 of B with respect to P iff d(0, A, P) ::; d(0, B, P) where P

denotes a path on which A and B are and d(0, X, P) denotes the distance

between 0 and X along P. Similarly, A is behind2 B with respect to P iff

d(o,B,P) < d(o,A,P).
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6.1.7 left and right

Figure 4: Two screws

Patrick Suppes et al

A straightforward definition of this relation is as follows: A is left! of B iff

max(Pf(A)) :::: min(Pf(B))

where Pf(X) denotes the projection of X on the frontal axis.

Another idea is to split up the area around an object into four segments

of equal angle like in Figure

Let us refer to these segmenting lines by S(- f, d) and S(-d, - J). We

would have the following definition for left:

(37)

where (S-f,d, S-d,-f) denotes the corresponding segment.

Another possibility is to define leftness in terms of the "projection to the

horizon". Let h be a point in the d- f-plane with a maximal distance from 0

(greater than the greatest distance between 0 and either A or B). Let the

(half) circle with center 0 through h denote the horizon of o. We are then in

a position to define A to be left of B just case the following condition holds:

(38)
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Figure 5: left1
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The motivation for preferring (2) over (1) as a definiens for leftl is as follows:

in a situation as shown in Figure 3, definition (1) would predict B to be left

of A. But considering the projection ofthe 3-D situation onto a 2-D drawing,

A would appear to be left of B.

Notice that the decision between (1) and (2) may depend on the per

spective from which you look at the environment. You may look at the

configuration of objects from above or from the standpoint of the robot.

Both perspectives lead to projections of the 3-D configuration onto a 2-D

configuration: the one from above leads to a floorplan, the one from the

robot to a perspectival picture like a foto or a drawing. We think the per

spectival point of view to be more natural in human linguistic interaction.
3

Notice that due to our definitions of left and front there is no overlap

between configurations that could be interpreted to be cases of A being left

of B as well as A being in front of B.

3 A similar view is held by Boggess (1979: 14): "We can refer to an object to the left

or right of another or above or below it when in fact it is the yisual image of the object

which is left, right, above, or below the visual image of the reference object."
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Figure 6: A over B

We define right} to be the converse of left}.

6.1.8 above and below

A is above} B iff

min(z(A») > max(z(B».

Patrick Suppes et a1

(39)

Notice that this definition makes above! a transitive relation, which is ap

propriate. We then define below as the converse relation of above.

6.1.9 over and under

A is over!B iff

(i) A is above Band

(li) either Pxy(A) S;; Pxy(B) or Pxy(A) :2 Pxy(B)

where PXy(X) denotes the projection of X on the x-y-plane.

The purpose of condition (i) is to rule out pathological cases such as

given in Figure 5.

The purpose of condition (li) is both to account for cases of transitivity

as in Figure 6 and at the same time to rule out cases of Figure 7.

To show that our definition rules out the case of Figure 7 assume that

A is above Band B is above C and that peA) S;; PCB) and P(C) S;; PCB)

but that neither peA) n P(C) =0. Then it follows that A is above C but,
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Figure 7: A over C

Figure 8: A not over C
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since neither P(A) <;; P(C) nor P(C) <;; P(A), it is not true that A is over

C.

6.2 Destination

This subsection considers the spatial relations of destination listed in Table

1. The relations that denote a destination have in common that they depend

on relations denoting place. If we tell someone to put the round nut near

the black screw we expect him to move a nut into a position that is near

the screw. It is understood that the round nut is not in that position at

the moment the command is given (although it may have been there at

some earlier time). The definitions for relations denoting a destination will

therefore all be instantiations of the following schema:

A moves Rdest B iff

(i) A is not RIDe B before movement and

(ii) A is RIDe B after movement.
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English appears to make no overt distinction between the two types of re

lations, the only exceptions being on versus onto or in versus into. Some

languages like Russian and German e.g. use the very same form for both

types of relation. Sometimes (not always) a case distinction goes with the

difference between place and direction. In Chinese the correspondence is

represented by a common part and a form denoting whether the relation is

place zai ... de or direction dao.

A moves intol B iff A is not inl B and A is in2 B after movement.

A moves int02 B iff A is not in2 B and A is in2 B after movement.

A moves ontol B iff A is not onl B and A is onl B after movement.

A moves ont02 B iff A is not on2 B and A is on2 B after movement.

A moves near2 B iff A is not nearl B and A is nearl B after movement.

A moves between2 B and C iff A is not betweenl Band C and A is

betweenl Band C after movement.

A moves in front3 of B iff A in not in front3 of BandAisinfront l of

B after movement.

The definition for behind3 is analogous.

A moves left 012 B iff A is not leftl of B and A is leftl of B after

movement.

The definition for right2 is analogous.

A moves above2 B iff A is not abovel and A is abovel after movement.

A moves below2 B iff A is not belowl and A is belowl after movement.

A moves over2 B iff A is not overl after and A is overl after movement.

A moves under2 iff A is not underl movement and A is underl after

movement.

The only exception in that regular pattern appear to be to. Had we a

definition for at available we could define to in the same way with the help

of at. Since this is not the case we define to as follows: A moves tO l B iff
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d(A,B) oft 0 and d(A,B) =0 after movement.

6.3 Source
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This subsection considers the spatial relations of source listed in Table 1.

The relations that denote a source resemble the relations that denote a des

tination. They also depend on relations denoting place. In contradistinction

to the relations denoting a destination they require that the place relation

had obtained before the movement. The general scheme is therefore like

that:

A moves Rsou B iff

(i) A is RIDe B before (immediately preceeding) movement and

(ii) A is not RIDe B after movement.

6.3.1 out of

A moves outl of B iff

(i) A was in B (immediately preceding movement) and

(ii) A is not inlB after movement.

A moves out2 of B iff

(i) A was in B (immediately preceding movement) and

(ii) A is not in2B after movement.

6.3.2 from

A moves froml B iff

(i) A is onl B before movement and

(ii) A is not onl B after movement.

A moves from2 B iff
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(i) A is on2 A before movement starts and

(ii) A is not on2 B after movement.

6.4 Direction

Patrick Suppes et aJ

This subsection considers the spatial relations of direction listed in Table 1.

6.4.1 forward

The problem is to define a notion for forward that fits in commands as

diverse as:

1. Go forward!

2. Move the screw forward!

3. Turn forward!

4. Turn the wheel forward!

For the following definition recall that moving objects are subsets of

Re3 X T with T some linear structure. Let A(t) denote the subset of A at t.

A moves forward iff for all t, t' in PT(A) the following conditions hold:

t' > t ---+ Pd(A(t'» 2': Pd(A(t»

Pj(A(t'» = Pj(A(t»

(40)

(41)

where Pd, Pi> and PT denotes the projections to the depth, frontal, or time

axes, respectively

The first condition guarantees that the movement is positive, the second

that it is in the right direction. If the second condition is considered to be

too narrow it can be replaced by
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Figure 9: forward
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where d denotes Euclidean distance and 0 < k ::; 1.

Notice that the definition does not require the movement to be contin

uous. The definition provides an account for the translational uses uses of

forward in 1 and 2 but not for its rotational uses in 3 and 4.

Note that 3 may even require the rotation to be vertical rather than

horizontal.

6.4.2 back

Being the converse of forward, the spatial meaning of back can be derived by

converting the conditions given for forward: A moves back iff the following

conditions hold:

t' > t -> Pd(A(t)) ::; Pd(A(t»

Pf(A(t'» = Pf(A(t»

where, again, the second condition may be replaced by

(43)

(44)

Note that our definition can only account for occurrence in commands 1

and 2 , but not in 3 or 4.
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1. Go back!

2. Move the screw back!

3. Turn back!

4. Turn the wheel back!

Patrick Suppes et al

One could refer to the meaning of back in 1 and 2 as the translational

meaning of back and the one in 3 and 4 as the rotational meaning of back.

Notice that in addition to the purely spatial meaning back also can have

an anaphoric meaning. In the sequence

Get a screw out of the box!

Put the screw back!

the second command amounts to saying Put the screw into the box! and

back does not denote any direction.

One could object that our definition captures the meaning of backward

rather than the meaning of back if one considers objects with a front-back

distinction of their own. There is a difference between back and backward

that also exists in German zuriick versus riickwiirts or in Chinese huilai

versus tui.

Go backward! has an intuitive meaning that is different from the meaning

of Go back! In contradistinction to backward a rotation of 180 degrees of the

robot appears to be required for back.

The meaning of Turn backward! involves vertical rotation rather than

horizontal rotation.

Turn the wheel backward! could mean horizontal rotation if it is indicated

by contextual information like, e.g., an arrow on a valve that tells which

direction of rotation has which effect.
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A moves back iff front of A after movement faces direction of back of A

before movement.

It appears as if this distinction applies only to the case where the moved

object is the agent (robot itself). For there appears to be no difference

between Move the screw back! and Move the screw backward! if the second

command makes sense at all. And likewise there appears to be no difference

in meaning between Turn the screw back! and Turn the screw backward! if

the first makes sense at all.

6.4.3 left and right

It suffices to define left. A definition that is in line with our previous defini

tions of forward and back is the following one:

A moves left iff the following conditions hold:

Pf(maXtA) < Pf(mintA)

Pd(maxtA) = Pd(mintA )

(46)

(47)

This definition accounts for the translational uses of left as exhibited in

commands 1 and 2.

1. Go to the left!

2. Put the screw to the left!

3. Turn (to the) left!

4. Turn the screw to the left!

It does not account for the rotational uses of left exhibited in commands 3

and 4. Note that 1 also has a rotational-translational interpretation that is

not accounted for by our definition.
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Figure 10: left

6.4.4 up and down

1. Go up!

2. Move the gripper down!

A moves up iff

z(maxtA) > z(mintA )

A moves down iff

z(maxtA) < z(mintA )

Patrick Suppes et al

(48)

(49)

where, as before, z(X) denotes the z-coordinate of X and mintA denotes

the minimum of A with respect to the t-coordinate. It is not clear to me

whether up and down require verticality. If that turns out to be the case the

respective definitions should be strengthened by the following condition

Pxy(maxtA) = Pxy(mintA)

where Pxy denotes the projection to the xy-plane.

(50)
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Figure 11: a is more left of c than b
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Notice however that neither (7) nor (8) distinguish a from cill~a"eilIilig-
",,,,,,~J.;'i"'''''#

uration like the one shown in Figure 4. ,¢"",.;,,,,,,,,,,,~,p-
,,.,;~

As pointed out in Herskovits (1)>.86,<'81l we may want to refer to b as
_p"""iW"'

the object to the left oLc#if-·th~re is no other object around that meets the
""" •.J'.

•• .. "I'&;;"~·.¢' •

cCltena for Il'ftiTIess of c any better but refer to a rather than b If a enters

tJl.e'''lfi'Cf~;:.
.-'--
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(52)

(51)

II
l

ji

x(o) rf- x(B) & y(o) rf- y(lJ)
if

l
,,;:'

l
./

where 'Pa = cos(La) and 'Pc = cos(Lc).

and

One way to account for this fact is to introduce a probability distripil'tion
.),

Pb(a, c) of a to be more left of b than c as follows: /
,/

f'

il'"
l'

)~

/
As Clark (1973) correctll"'observes there are three principal axes of hu-

man orientation in space:/Since the axes have each two directions there are

at least six principal rel",(ions of moving into a direction definable. Of course
l

there exist more relations of directions but most languages happen to have

names just for th')$' principal ones and have to derive all other directions

by compositionii these principal directions. The following definitions are
I

all variations .1{ the following structure:
/

/
A mOves Rdir iff Rdir holds between A, [-axis, and d-axis.

/
w~re Rdir denotes a relation between the f-axes and d-axes to be speci

fieh:se plural here because we have to distinguish between the axes at the

eginning of the movement and at the end of the movement. The following

- situations may be distinguished:



(54)

A moves left3 in [tl, t2] iff for all x in A

translation parallel to d-axis (positive/negative)

rotation clockwise/anti-clockwise

translation parallel to f-axis

86
/
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/
""I"

/!

lit

;/J
l'

i'
.I

l
,;l

Pf (X,t2) = Pd(X,tl) & Pd(X,t2) = -(!h(X,tl +d)

/
where Pf(x, t) denotes the projection of x at lto the frontal axis and dis

f
some distance. /f

jf

/"
Analogously to the definition of font:ard in our definition of left we have

only considered the 90 degrees chan'of direction as shown in Figure 8 and

.,.'.',?~..~,,,~~s}ess than 90 degrees. /
",....-_._' E: hol~~~~h~~~;t .... "0",

G: Loch in der Mutter /

C: zai luomu zhong de do,'

R: otverstie v gaik1£''

E: screw in the Ie

G: Schraube in de Loch

C: zai dong zhojg de luosiding

R: vint v otvelstii

C: zai ege luomo shang de luosiding

. nut on the screw

: Mutter an der Schraube



R: gaika pered vintom

G: Schraube nahe (bei) einem Loch

C: Zai yige luomu fujin de luosiding

Robotic Machine Learning ... : Theory and Results

c: zai zhege luosiding shang de luomo

R: gaika na vinte

E: screw near a nut

,;'/'
'if '

jF"

R: vint vblizi otverstiali'

E: screw which is between the washer and the ~,1it

G: Schraube, die zwischen dem Loch und dem Djfhtungsring ist
1/

C: zai zhege dianquan he luomu zhongjian de41'Uosiding
,i)

R: vint kotoryi mezhdu shaiboi i gaikoi Ai'
,(-.'

E: screw in front of the nut,/'
,{'

l'G: Schraube vor der Mutter .Ii
(i

C: zai zhege luomu qianbian de luofJiding,
i J

if
l'

,l
i-

E: the washer which is be~ind the nut
(.'

G: der Dichtungsring, ~~;;. hinter der Mutter ist,

C: zai zhege luomu ho;abian de dianquan
,1

R: shaiba kotoraya I~ gaikoy
}"

E: Los Angel?§ is in front of/before San Diego.

G: Los Angele~/lst vor San Diego.
;:

C: Los Angeles zai San Diego qianbian.
J'

R: Los An¢zheles ran'she San Diego.
I

!
,','

l
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E: Stay above the topmost plate!

G: Bleib oberhalb der obersten Platte!

88

E: washer left (right) of the nut

G: Dichtungsring links (rechts) von der Mutter

C: zai luomu zuobian (yuobian) de dianquan

R: shaiba kotoraya sleva (sprava) ot gaiki

,/
ic,!!

,f'
,:F

C: Dai zai zhege zui shang bian de ban shangl,/;'
AI

R: Ostavaisia vyshe samoi verkhnei plastin~il

;
)i

E: below the topmost plate! .f
,;.i'

G: unterhalb der obersten Platte! j'

C: Zai zhege dong shl!fA~fang de luosiding

R: vint nad otvers~lm

Patrick Suppes et al
/

A is under! Byir B is over! A.

E: washer w,fi'ich is under the nut
j

___~ JL_PicM7JigArirlg,tl~L'£rll~r4fcrM1Jtter~AL ~. ~ _

C: zai "liege luomu xiabian de dianquan

R: shiba kotoraya pod gaikoi

i; Put the screw into the hole!
J'!

G£ Steck die Schraube in das Loch!
lF: Ba zhege luosiding fangjin zhege dong!

/ R' Vstav' vint v otverstie!i .
I
1
\.
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R: Polozhi vint na gaiku!

E: Put the nut on the screw!

E: Put the screw into the hole!

G: Steck die Schraube in das Loch!

C: Ba zhege luosiding fang jin zhege dong Ii!

R: Vstav' vint v otverstie!

E: Put the screw on the nut!

G: Leg die Schraube auf die Mutter! /

C: Ba zhege luosoding shang/fang dao zhege lli~mu shang!
;'

I'

r.:
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J

G: Steck die Mutter an die Schraubetl

C: Ba zhege luosiding shang dao zjt(;e luomo shang!
~'

R: Navinti gaiku na vint! if
,~j

E: Move the screw near t~ hole!
ii!

l
G: Bring die Schraube na~l an das Loch (heran)!

If
C: Ba zhege luosiding fqrtg dao zhege dong fujin

,i'
R: Polozhi vint riador,ls otverstiem!

l
E: Go to the screw!

G: Geh zu der Sclaube!
;f

C: Dao zhege lu6siding qui

R: DvigaisiafintU!

E: Put t e washer between the screw and the nut!

G: Leg de Dichtungsring zwischen die Schraube und die Mutter!

C: ba z ge dianquan fang dao zhege luosiding he zhege luomu zhong jian!

R: Po zhi shaibu mezhdu vintom i gaikoi!

. Put the screw in front of/behind the nut!

G: eg die Schraube vor/hinter die Mutter!

C· BO; zhege luosiding fang dao zhege luomu qianbian/houbian!

t),fOIOZhi gaiku pered vintom/za vint!
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}
i)

E: Put the screw left/right of the nut! /

G: Leg die Schraube links/rechts von der Mutter ~i!!
C: Ba zhege luosiding fang dao zhege luomu zuq.f1ian/yuobian!,
R: Polozhi vint sleva/sprava ot gaiki! j'/

E: Go above the topmost plate!

G: Geh hoher als die oberste Platte!

C: Dao zui shangbian de ban na quI '"

R: Podnimis' vyshe samoi verkhneijlastinki!

E: Go below the topmost plat~l"
f

G: Geh tiefer als die oberste Platte!

C: Dao zhege zui shangbian alban xiabian quI
/'

R: Opustis' (opusti ruku) 'Jitzhe samoi verkhnei plastinki!
,"

E: Move another platlover the topmost plate!
{f

!r
G: Bring eine andere IJlatte iiber die oberste Platte!

l
C: Ba ling yige ban tdng dao zhege zui shangbian de ban shangfang!

R: Nesi druguiu pl/stinku nad samoi verkhnei plastinkoi!
t

E: Put the wdSher under the nut!
/

G: Leg den Didhtungsring unter die Mutter!

C: Ba zhege '/;'anquan fang dao zhege luomu xiabian!

R: Polozhi;fhaibu pod gaiku!
IE: Go forward!

/
G: Gellvorwiirts!

i
C: Z'liw qian zou!

I
R: /vigaisia vperiod!

IE: Go back!
Ii/J: Geh zuriick!

Ii C: Zou huilai!
,::

ii R: Dvigaisia (Vozvrashchat'sya) nazad!
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E: Go backward!

G: Geh riickwiirts!

C: Tui huilai!

R: Pyatit'sya nazad!

E: Go (to the) left!

G: Geh nach links!

C: Zhao zuo zou!

R: Dvigaisia nalevo!

E: Go (to the) right!

G: Geh nach rechts!

j'
:.}

.:,1

"r

C: Zhao yuobian zou!

R: Dvigaisia napravo!

E: Go up!

G: Geh haher!

C: chao shang zou!

R: Dvigaisia vverkh ",'"
.:;,'

E: Go down! i'
jF

G: Geh tiefer! l
C: Chao xia zol!

oJ"
R: Dvigaisialimiz

if'
ie'E: Tak,c' the nut from the washer!

G: Nimr/die Mutter von dem Dichtungsring!
I

C: Ba/zhege luomu cong zhege dianquan zhongjian nachu!
l

R: lIOz'mi gaiku s shaibu!
/>

f

ji Unscrew the nut from the screw!,
I G: Schraub die Mutter von der Schraube ab!

(
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~;'

'''''i~'''''''J~~
C: Ba zhege luomu cong~;;;};tege·LUosiding shang ning xia!

R: Snimi ga!lsws.-v,;;,t;;'"

//'~

I Learning Results

In this section we summarize the language learning results in two forms,

In the first section we give the results what might be called standard learning

experiments in willch English, Chinese or German commands are presented

in random order, We do a number of runs and show the mean learning

curves, In simple cases we also derive the curves as well from straightforward

application of the axioms given in Section 2, These theoretical derivations

usefully illustrate, in a relatively simple context, several important concep

tual points. The results here are very similar in spirit to those to be found

in the experimental literature on learning where data are compared with

stochastic models of learning. Naturally, these mean curves omit a lot of

details but they also are a good test of the robustness of the theory. As we

indicated earlier, we think it is important to test our learning assumptions

under more stringent conditions than those of a particular sequence of care

fully chosen commands. It is important to see if the learning is robust under

random presentation of commands.

In all of the data reported in this section, the learning arises from sim

ulation because of the speed with which simulations can be performed. We

anticipate that in general tills will be the appropriate framework in which

much of robotic machine learning of natural language will occur. This does

has certain limitations that we will explore in more detail in subsequent

work. Perhaps the most severe limitation is that the procedure of coercion,

which is a procedure of correction and feedback, is not gone through in full

detail in the simulation. The axioms are set up to describe this in terms of
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actions performed by the robot, not by simulated actions. This means that

the coercion of the robot to give a correct response is made after an incorrect

response is given, or no response at all, which is in many cases more likely.

We have handled coercion in the simulation by comparing the associations

resulting from application of the association axioms given in Section 2 to

the associations required for a correct response to a command.

All the other essential aspects of the learning as laid out in Section 2 are

present in the simulation. Above all, the probabilistic axioms of association

apply, as do the axioms on the formation and elimination of grammatical

forms, and the kind of recursion exemplified by Axiom 9 on term association.

7.1 Mean Learning Curves

Mean learning curves represent the weighted average of all possible indi

vidual learning curves. Such mean curves have several important features.

First, by abstracting from the details of individual curves they give a sense

of the rate of learning to be expected. In the case of machine learning this

can be important in evaluating the practicality of the theory proposed. IT

the expected number of trials to reach a satisfactory learning criterion is

21000 , for example, then the theory is not of practical interest.

Second, mean learning curves typically exhibit a theoretical robustness

that is not characteristic of individual learning curves, Le., in probabilis

tic terms, individual sample paths. Many minor theoretical details and, on

occasion, major ones as well, can be modified without changing the theoret

ically predicted mean learning curve. A familiar example is a mean learning

curve that is identical for one-parameter linear incremental models of simple

learning and one-parameter all-or-none Markov models of the same phenom

ena. The predicted individual sample paths are completely different for the
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two kinds of models, but the mean learning curves are identical.

Because in simple cases we can theoretically compute the mean learning

curve from the axioms of Section 2, we will first consider some very simple

cases that give an insight into how things work. These cases are so simple

that no actual simulation is needed. In the analyses we shall consider, let

m = number of distinct commands,

d number of distinct denoting words,

k average number of denoting words per command.
In the case of parameter k, in the simple cases we consider k is not simply

an average but a constant.

Case 1. m = 3, d = 3, k = 1. An example of this case would be simply

three commands: Forward!, and Left! and Right!" Because we have three

commands and three denoting words with one occurring in each sentence,

it is quite easy to derive the mean probability of a correct response on trial

n. It is apparent at once under the condition that we present a block of the

three commands randomly sampling without replacement. Such a block is

then repeated under the same conditions, that is, random sampling without

replacement. In the present case, it is clear that on first appearance each

command is not understood by the robot and consequently there will be no

response, so the probability of a correct response is zero. Secondly, once each

command is given it will be learned with probability one. In this framework

it is easy to see that

PI = pz = P3 = 0 and Pn = 1,

for n ~ 4. In this case it is also obvious that the mean curves and the

individual learning curves are identical because of the simplicity of the sit

uation.

Case 2. m = 2, d = 2, k = 2. An example of this case would be the two

commands: Left then right! and Right then left! It is easy to write down
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the tree structure from which we may derive the mean learning curve. Let £

stand for left and r for right. We use a superscript * to show the probabilistic

association is correct. Thus £* r* means the command Left then right! has

the correct associations for both denoting words, whereas g, 1: means both

words have wrong associations. The command given at the beginning of

a trial is shown in parentheses. So (£ r) at a vertex means the trial in

question begins with the command Left then right! In the tree we start

trial 1 this way, followed by the two branches of possible associations, each

branch having probability 12, in accordance with Axiom 2. But in this

special case, no further

branching after the first trial need occur for the responses are always correct.

SO PI = 0 and pn = 1 for n ;::: 2. It will clarify the way the grammatical

forms work to explain this result. For this purpose we examine only the

right branch of the tree. On this branch on trial 1 the associations are the

incorrect ones

and the grammatical form generated, along with its associated internal form,

are then:

A' then A ~ I(A,A' )

Note that on the left branch this reversal of order of A and AI between the

grammatical form and the associated internal form does not take place:

A then AI ~ I(A,AI) (left branch)

But in this restricted, simple-minded but instructive, example, either gram

matical form works for its branch.
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The next two cases are perhaps the simplest which have a nontrivial

mean learning curve, i.e., the curve is not just a (0,1) step function.

Case 3. m = 2,d = 3,k = 2,but with a special sampling procedure. The

special sampling procedure is that rather than randomizing separately each

block of two commands, the two commands are simply alternated on each

trial. An example of this case would be: Get the nut! and Get the screw!,

which, following our earlier notation, we abbreviate as g nand g s respec

tively. The association tree in the first few trials has the followintg form

(where the choice of which command to begin with clearly does not mat

ter):

So, as is easily shown on trial n

Pn (Correct response) = 1 - 12n - 2
,

for n ;:::: 2, and thus Pl = 0, P2 = 0, Pa = 12, P4 = 34, etc.

In this simple case the curve has a degenerate S-shape, the first point of

inflection being at the end of trial 2. This mean learning curve is shown in

Figure 1.

Case 4. m = 2, d = 3, k = 2, but with our standard sampling assump

tion. The same language example as was used for Case 3 will work here. The

only change from Case 3 is in the sampling procedure. We now sample inde

pendently to begin each block of2 trials. Thus every odd-numbered trial has

probability 12 of being either of the two commands, and the even-numbered

trials must be different from the preceding trial, i.e., must sample the other

command with probability 1. The tree, from which we can derive the mean

learning curve, then looks like this through the command occurring (and

therefore the response) on trial 4:
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What is unusual'and conceptually important about this case is the decrease

in the mean probability of a correct response on trial 4. It is a consequence

of the wrong association in trial 2 of g s not producing an incorrect response

on trial 3 when the command Get the nut! is repeated, but leading to an

incorrect response on trial 4 when the command Get the screw! is given.

This pattern of decrease, though of smaller magnitude, occurs on every even

numbered trial. In simple homogeneous stimulus conditions such decreases

in the mean learning curve never occur, but they are natural and to be

expected in language learning. See Figure 2 for the mean learning curve of

Case 4. Numerically, the theoretical results are Pi = P2 = 0, Ps = .75, P4 =

.625, Ps = , P6 =

Case 5. m = 3, d = 3, k = 2. An example of this case would be com

mands that consist of two actions to be performed in sequence, for example:

Left then Right!, Left then Forward!, and Right then Forward!. The

grammatical form in this case is not interesting. It will just be: A then A',

where A is the category of action, with only one category of action being

needed in this simple language.
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